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Falcon football team 
prepares for home 
opener against Temple 
See page 5 
Scores 
Indians 11 
Angels 2 
White Sox 11 
Orioles 3 
Yankees 12 
Tigers 3 
Rockies 16 
Braves 8 
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The News' 
Briefs 
Yearbook  ready  to 
shoot seniors 
Students graduating in 
December. May or August 
can have their senior pic- 
tures taken now for The 
Key yearbook in 28 West 
Hall. Pictures can be taken 
from 10 a.m. to 12 p.m. and 1 
to 6 p.m. Students will be 
charged a $6 sitting fee that 
can be handled through the 
Bursar's office. Students 
may submit their own black 
and white photographs with 
a plain background. Those 
submitted photographs will 
be charged $10. Yearbooks, 
which should be available 
next October can be 
ordered for $23.95 by call- 
ing 372-8026 or at The Key 
Office. 
Free family lecture 
today 
A free public lecture enti- 
tled "Building a Supportive 
Community for Children 
and Families" will be pre- 
sented today from 10 to 
11:30 a.m. in the Joe E. 
Brown Theater in Universi- 
ty Hall. James Garbarino, 
Family Life Development 
Center at Cornell Universi- 
ty, will give the lecture, 
which is sponsored by the 
Department of Family and 
Consumer Sciences and the 
College of Education and 
Allied Professions. Garbar- 
ino served as president of 
the Erikson Institute for 
Advanced Study in Child 
Development from 
1985-1994. He earned his 
B.A. from St. Lawrence 
University in 1968, and his 
doctorate in human devel- 
opment and family studies 
from Cornell University in 
1973. 
Disney to visit 
University 
A representative from 
The Walt Disney World 
company is coming to the 
University Sept. 26 to re- 
cruit students for The Walt 
Disney World College Pro- 
gram. An information ses- 
sion on the program will be 
held at 6:30 p.m. in 115 Ols- 
camp Hall. The session is 
open to all students and is 
mandatory to interview for 
the program. Interviews 
are for spring semester and 
will be held the morning of 
Sept. 27. 
The college Program is a 
semester long of living, 
learning and working expe- 
rience. The program is open 
to students who have com- 
pleted one semester of col- 
lege and non-graduating 
seniors. The program has 
positions available for all 
majors. Students participat- 
ing in The Walt Disney 
World college Program live 
with other college students 
from around the United 
States as well as interna- 
tional students. They partic- 
ipate in educational sem- 
inars where students learn 
business and communica- 
tion tactics "Disney" style. 
Students also gain experi- 
ence as they work full time 
In entry-level positions 
through Walt Disney World. 
Students can contact 
campus representative Mel- 
issa Wilson at 353-6182 for 
more information. 
Compiled from staffre- 
ports. 
Eppler 
to host 
health 
expo 
Genell Pavellch 
The BC News 
The Personal Excellence Well- 
ness Conference and Exposition 
will take place Saturday, Oct. 5 In 
the Unlveristy's Gertrude M. 
Eppler Complex. 
Karen Mazzeo, conference co- 
ordinator, said the event will in- 
clude various national, regional 
and local guest speakers on the 
different aspects of wellness. 
She said the subjects will include 
physical, social, emotional, spir- 
itual, Intellectual and expressive 
talent. 
Norma Davenport, publicity 
coordinator, said the six dimen- 
sions could be divided into the 
three areas of emotional, physi- 
cal, and spiritual, which are all 
addressed in some way at the 
conference. 
"This conference is open to 
anyone who is interested In well- 
ness and improving themselves," 
Mazzeo said. "This will be an ex- 
ceptional opportunity to network 
with fitness professionals." 
Participants will be able to 
choose one morning session and 
one afternoon session to attend 
from 13 choices of topics. 
Some of the topics include es- 
tablishing a personal fitness pro- 
gram, time management, em- 
powering your self-esteem, 
Myers-Briggs personality types, 
dynamics of motivation and 
powerful goal setting, deep re- 
laxation, tending to the spirit and 
communication skills. 
Students interested in getting 
involved with the conference as a 
work study program can apply as 
See EXPO, page three. 
Michelle Gamby, left, and Tara Schmoekel, right, are feeding the 
marine life In the Marine Biology Lab in the Life Science Build- 
ing. They were feeding raw fish to the marine animals In the 
aquarium. 
Marine lab 'unmatched' 
Tanya Markul 
The BG News 
There are hundreds of ani- 
mals swimming in the Life Sci- 
ences building for students to 
observe and learn about. 
Paul Moore, assistant 
professor of biology, said the 
University marine biology lab 
is one of the best in the state. 
"The lab, containing over 
3,000 gallons of sea water is 
unmatched in Ohio universi- 
ties," said Moore. "The lab is 
really elaborate, and many of 
the animals in the  lab have 
been brought here by Universi- 
ty students, usually from field 
studies." 
Tara Schmoekel, junior biol- 
ogy major specializing in ma- 
rine biology, said the lab is a 
learning experience and gives 
students an opportunity to see 
animals they would not see in 
Ohio. She said newcomers are 
welcome, and the lab has a 
very friendly atmosphere. 
"The marine lab is dedicated 
to the students," Moore said. 
"It is probably the only organi- 
zation where students make all 
the decisions, they practically 
run it themselves. You do not 
have to be a biology major to 
visit the lab or to even vol- 
unteer, you just have to have 
an interest." 
The University offers stu- 
dents the opportunity to obtain 
an undergraduate degree in bi- 
ology through classes offered 
with an emphasis in marine 
and fresh water science. 
"These extensive courses ex- 
pose students to the latest 
techniques and research op- 
portunities" said Paul Moore, 
assistant professor of biology. 
"There are over 100 students 
enrolled in marine and biology 
courses." 
According to Moore, the lab 
has been in existence for 33 
years and was started by Cyn- 
thia Stong. 
"The lab started with five 
10-gallon tanks, and since then 
we have grown, built a reputa- 
tion for the lab and have 
formed links with other uni- 
versities," Moore said. 
"We have about 30 tanks con- 
taining fresh and salt water 
fish," Moore said. "In our coral 
See MARINE, page three. 
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The Associated Press 
BAGHDAD, Iraq - Iraq and 
the United States moved closer to 
a showdown Thursday, with 
more U.S. firepower sent to the 
Persian Gulf, Iraq claiming miss- 
ile attacks on American jets and 
both countries spitting harsh 
rhetoric. 
After almost two weeks of con- 
flict, each side seemed willing to 
raise the stakes but neither 
looked prepared to make a de- 
cisive move. 
Iraq said it fired missiles at 
U.S. warplanes over a no-fly zone 
for a second straight day Thurs- 
day, hours after accusing Kuwait 
of an "act of war" for agreeing to 
open its airfields to American 
jets. 
Pentagon officials confirmed 
that Iraq fired three surface-to- 
air missiles Thursday, but said 
they were aimed at an area near 
the southern "no-fly" zone where 
allied aircraft were not flying. 
"We had nothing In the area. 
Clearly he released them only to 
make a statement," a military 
official said on condition of ano- 
nymity. "There were no [radar] 
tracks," indicating guidance 
systems were not left on long 
enough to direct the missiles to 
an intended target. "It took a 
hard search to find them." 
For days, Iraq has reported fir- 
ing on U.S. and aV^ed aircraft In 
the no-fly zones lr,, the north and 
south. The only other confirmed 
attack came Wednesday, when 
Iraqi forces fired a missile at two 
F-16s in the northern no-fly zone. 
That missile missed its target. 
The United States responded 
by sending four B-52 bombers 
and eight F-117 fighter planes to 
fortify the some 200 aircraft in 
the region. The Pentagon also 
said a second aircraft carrier, the 
USS Enterprise, will join the USS 
Carl Vinson already in the Gulf. 
Kuwait agreed to let the United 
States base some of the Ameri- 
can jets on its territory, a move 
Iraq's Deputy Prime Minister 
Tariq Aziz called "a flagrant act 
of aggression against the people 
of Iraq and an act of war against 
the Iraqi state." 
U.S. Defense Secretary Wil- 
liam Perry, in Washington, called 
Aziz's comments "rash" and "to- 
tally unacceptable." 
"U.S. military forces do not 
pose a threat to Iraq," he said. 
But, noting that American 
forces moved into the area in 
force only after Iraq invaded 
Kuwait in 1990, Perry said: "If 
there is any challenge to those 
forces, we have the responsibili- 
ty to protect them. The United 
States will take all necessary and 
appropriate actions." 
Aziz, in a rambling commen- 
tary run by the official Iraqi 
News Agency, likened the recent 
turmoil to the period six years 
ago just before Iraa's invasion of 
Kuwait. He said Kuwait's rulers 
were in "evil collaboration with 
America in conspiring against 
Iraq's people." 
He did not say if Iraq would 
take any military action to 
counter the Kuwaiti move. 
The past two weeks have seen 
Saddam undertake his biggest 
military venture since the end of 
the 1991 Persian Gulf War, send- 
ing troops Aug. 31 into the north 
to help Kurdish allies rout a rival 
Iranian-backed Kurdish group. 
With that victory, Saddam ef- 
fectively wiped out the Kurdish 
safe haven that the United States 
and its allies established at the 
end of the war, giving him con- 
trol of the north for the first time 
in five years. 
In response, the Americans 
showered cruise missiles on 
Iraqi air defense sites in south- 
ern Iraq last week and expanded 
a southern no-fly zone set up to 
protect Shiite Muslims. 
The expanded zone makes it 
even more difficult for Saddam 
to move his troops around the re- 
gion without attracting notice 
from the U.S.-led air forces, 
which fly scores of sorties every 
day. 
The U.S. actions against Iraq 
received a cool reception in the 
Arab world, even among part- 
ners from tha Gulf War coalition. 
But Kuwait, which still considers 
Iraq a serious threat, has been 
fully supportive. \ 
■ 
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E.A.R. to the Ground Your biggest problems -- solved 
Hey. folks — seems as though you weren't listen- 
ing last week when we said that it was inconsiderate 
to pack up to leave class, before it's actually time to 
leave class. Like we said — it's rude. It's rude to your 
instructor, and most of all, it's rude to your fellow 
students who are actually trying to listen to the last 
things that the instructor is saying. If you have an- 
other class to go to afterward, don't worry — you'll 
make it there on time! What on earth could possibly 
be so important that 80 percent of you can't wait just 
three more minutes? This is college, kids, not junior 
high. 
Looks as though Art Modell finally got his own. 
In case you don't know what we're talking about, Mr. 
Modell seems to have had a little mishap, that left 
with a. um, well ... scratched scrotum. We'll leave it 
at that. 
What's with the hordes of stinging insects taking 
over campus? A wary pedestrian must go to great 
lengths to not walk in close proximity to the bees' 
favorite hangouts — trash cans, for one. 
Hey Falcon Freaks — need something fun (and 
FF<EE) to do Saturday afternoon? Come out and show 
your support for the BGSU football team! The home 
opener against Temple is Saturday at Doyt Perry Sta- 
dium (the big one you can see from 1-75). Kickoff is at 
1 p.m. Hope to see you there! 
Check out the new "Back Pages" of The BG News. 
It's the brand spankin' new entertainment section 
which will be appearing every Friday. It's the most 
fun you can have with your clothes on — or, at least, 
in your 9:30 Friday morning class. 
It's Friday the thirteenth — better watch your- 
selves. One E.A.R. member noticed a large, wall-size 
mirror on the curb in front of someone's home, wait- 
ing to be taken away by the B.G. Sanitation Depart- 
ment. We figure that has to be about 21 years of bad 
luck. 
Out heartfelt sympathies go out to the family of 
Julie Kane. We also wish Tara Fahringer a speedy 
recovery. 
The crow finds the early 
bird, but only after eating It's 
young."- Official CIA saying 
You guessed it folks, it's 
"start off your column with a 
quote" week here at the BG 
News. Translated literally that 
phrase means. "Bring a sack 
lunch and your permission slip, 
or you can't go on the field trip 
to the zoo." 
Fluff. Fluff. Fluff. More 
fluff. Big fluff. 
I know how every Friday, 
you are trying to read your pa- 
per before class, and then that 
freaky looking guy with the 
mole asks you If he can borrow 
your paper. He usually asks. 
"How's Tom's column?" And 
when you say you like it (as- 
suming you do), he grabs it and 
you never see it again. 
This week, you can tell 
him. "It's not very good. There's 
a lame joke at the beginning, 
and then there's just a lot of 
fluff." Problem solved. 
This week I would like to 
focus on problem solving. I will 
discuss things such as what to 
do If you are a former and fu- 
ture Browns fan. the "lazy fat 
squirrel syndrome." and last 
but not least, how to prepare 
for that first test. 
Browns fans, you wlil be 
relieved to hear that I have 
come up with a few solutions 
on how to get through this sea- 
son. I know the horror you went 
Mather 
through last week watching the 
Ravens play the Steelers. For 
you. this must be like watch- 
ing Hitler and Mussolini play- 
ing one-on-one. I mean, who 
do you root for? 
What you need is to take 
on a new team. If only for a sea- 
son or two. That is why I give 
you the Detroit Lions. Do you 
need a team that's never been 
to the Super Bowl? The Lions 
are your team. How about a 
team that no matter how good 
their regular season is. no mat- 
ter by how many points they are 
favored, even if God is predict- 
ing them to win. WILL CHOKE 
IN THE PLAYOFFS? The Lions 
are calling your name. 
I know what you're think- 
ing: That's nice, Tom. But I 
need a team with a bonehead 
coach. I need someone who 
would cut the quarterback in 
mid-season, even If there's no 
replacement. I NEED TALK 
RADIO!!" 
So you are looking for a 
coach who comes within inches 
of being fired part way through 
every season, only to pull It out 
Just enough to hang on to his 
Job? The kind of coach who. 
when his team has the great- 
est running back in NFL his- 
tory, likes to pass? A coach who 
takes out his running back on 
the goal line, because he 
doesn't think he'U score? I don't 
want to be the first to tell you. 
but you're already a Lions fan. 
That was easy enough. 
Next problem. What's with all 
of these lazy fat squirrels on 
campus? These squirrels are 
bigger than some dogs. This 
wouldn't be a problem, except 
they like to lay out on the side- 
walk. Do they really think they 
can get a better tan? 
You know what I'm talk- 
ing about. You're walking to 
class, and there's a squirrel in 
your path. As you near it. you 
think. "It'll move." When you're 
two feet away you wonder. 
"Maybe it doesn't notice me. 
(cough) (clear throat). What a 
lazy fat squirrel!" you say as 
you walk around it. 
The next time you want to 
feed them, don't throw nuts. Do 
you know how fattening that 
stuff Is? Throw it a head of let- 
tuce, maybe some dressing (as 
long as it's light, and remem- 
ber. NO croutons). 
All of you freshmen are 
freaking out because your first 
test Is coming up. That's why I 
(nice guy that I am) Is going to 
tells all you "bout how I pass 
my tests so I can grad-Jee-eight 
before the next century. 
First of all. studying 
shmudying. What do the last 
five letters of studying spell? 
Dying. Which is what'U hap- 
pen to you if you try It. Besides, 
what's more satisfying? Getting 
your test back with an A+. 
which you knew you were go- 
ing to get because you studied 
so much? OR getting a C when 
you were sure you had failed? 
You're right, the first one. 
But who's going to study that 
much? Oh. the people that 
want Jobs after they graduate. 
That's not true. I have a Job at 
a major corporation waiting for 
me when I get my diploma. 
When I get done being manager 
at one of their stores. 
McDonald's won't know what 
hit them. 
I'll let you In on another 
little secret. Bring 37 sharp- 
ened number two pencils to 
that first test. There's only one 
pencil sharpener on the entire 
campus. I'd tell you where It is 
but then I'd have to kill you. 
I know what you're saying. 
You're saying, "But he hasn't 
talked about his solution for all 
of the construction on campus 
yet." Hey. I'm a student, not a 
miracle worker. 
Questions (What were you 
thinking?), comments (you 
suckj. and beauty tips (apply 
the base before anything else) 
can be sent to mather@bgnet. 
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In remembrance of Julie Kane 
My name is Janet 
Morrison, and I am the Presi- 
dent of the BGSU Graduate 
Student Senate. Although I 
have never before contributed 
to the BG News, I feel compelled 
to comment on the tragedy that 
occurred last Saturday night at 
911 Mourning Dove Drive. Hav- 
ing attended the funeral yester- 
day on behalf of the student 
body, I was left dumb struck by 
the senselessness of the griev- 
ous violence that left a 22-year- 
old woman dead. A vast major- 
ity of university students occa- 
sionally engage In Irresponsible 
behavior that might lead to 
negative — even terminal — 
consequences: we cross the 
street on a red light, drive be- 
yond the speed limit or drink 
to excess. In this Instance, how- 
ever, Julie Kane and her room- 
mate Tara were truly victim- 
ized. Having never been to a 
funeral that followed from such 
a violent and inane tragedy. I 
left the church feeling physi- 
cally 111. disillusioned and 
empty. 
A bright, beautiful, active 
member of our student body 
was murdered last weekend. 
Sitting peacefully in her own 
home, engaged in homework. 
Julie Kane was brutally at- 
tacked and starved of oxygen 
by a male perpetrator she had 
never met. I am stunned and 
sickened by the reality of her 
last moments of life. Did you 
read or listened to the 911 call? 
She was outfight, and under- 
■:  I ;^"v.;v 
Letter to 
the Editor 
standably, petrified. What a 
memory for her family, friends 
and colleagues to live with. 
Julie Kane will never graduate, 
get married, have children, do 
graduate work, get a Job or re- 
tire peacefully to the comfort of 
her hometown. I am so sorry 
about that reality. To all of you 
who knew and loved her. I ex- 
tend a heartfelt expression of 
sympathy. I have no Idea how 
you cope with a loss of this 
magnitude. I do. however, hope 
that you will find some solace 
in the shared grief expressed 
from within Julie's learning 
community. 
Here's the thing... I didn't 
even know Julie Kane. None- 
theless. I feel her loss person- 
ally. I sat through the funeral 
with other Institutional repre- 
sentatives and found myself 
assuming that I would have 
liked her. By all accounts, she 
wag a generous and giving 
young woman committed to 
special education. I could fur- 
ther Infer from the eulogy that 
she had a good sense of humor. 
I like that In people. More Im- 
portantly, however, she was a 
BGSU student, Just like me. 
She went to classes, did assign- 
ments and prioritized friend- 
ships. I wondered If I'd ever 
seen her In the Union, at the 
Rec. Center. In the Education 
Building or at the library. I 
must have. She shared a lot In 
common with the other 
17.000+ students who go to 
school here. This nightmare 
could have happened to any 
one of us. As a result. It Is per- 
sonal. Julie Kane was a mem- 
ber of my community, and the 
violation she and her family 
experienced demands commu- 
nal response. 
The reader might appreci- 
ate an analogy tied to Hillary 
Rodham Clinton's book "It 
Takes a Village." wherein she 
argued that It takes an entire 
village and all of its collective 
resources to raise a child. In my 
construct of higher education. 
It takes an entire academic 
community, complete with all 
of Its resources — students, 
faculty, si.ill. support services 
— to facilitate the development 
of a truly educated person. It 
would, as a result, follow that 
we share collective responsibil- 
ity for each other and the qual- 
ity of our university experience. 
In the aftermath of this sense- 
less tragedy, we need to do 
something to recognize this af- 
front to our community and Its 
value system. 
Toward that end. student 
governing and the Office of Stu- 
dent Affairs are working to co- 
ordinate a memorial service at 
Prout Chapel in remembrance 
and celebration f( Julie's life. 
In my view, however, the event 
needs to serve another purpose. 
We must, as a community, 
commit to a zero-tolerance for 
violence on our campus and in 
our city. This may facilitate a 
positive outlet for our grief. It 
would also be a tremendous — 
and well deserved — legacy to 
Julie Kane. 
Sitting through that fu- 
neral was a horrendous expe- 
rience. There were hundreds of 
mourners present, a majority of 
whom were physically over- 
whelmed by grief. Speaking on 
behalf of the BGSU learning 
community: Our thoughts and 
prayers are extended to the 
Kane's. Tara Fahringer and her 
family. The road toward recov- 
ery will be undoubtedly slow 
and painful. I hope It helps to 
know how many people were 
impacted by Julie's life and 
death. 
Janet K. Morrison 
President 
Graduate Student Senate 
Correction 
In the Sept. 11 issue of 
The News. Jacqueline Nathan 
was misquoted. She should 
have been quoted as saying: 
"They were Industrialists, 
teachers, scientists and 
homemakers - it wasn't Just 
one group of terrible people - 
people at all levels of society 
participated. 
The News regrets the 
error. 
i 
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BGSU student 
wins award for 
accuracy study 
Rochelle Converse 
TheBC News 
A University doctoral student 
who tested the accuracy of an al- 
cohol and drug screening test 
received a national award for her 
research. 
Linda Myerholtz, doctoral stu- 
dent of psychology, won the 1996 
Student Paper Award in Division 
50 (Addictions) of the American 
Psychological Association. 
Her study involved testing the 
accuracy of a recently developed 
screening test for alcohol and 
drug dependency. The screening 
test. Substance Abuse Subtle 
Screening Inventory (SASSI), Is 
used at chemical dependency 
programs, counseling centers, 
health centers and is widely used 
for DUI offenders. 
"It is an initial screening in- 
strument to determine whether 
or not there's a potential alcohol 
problem that warrants further 
assessment," she said. 
According to Myerholtz, no 
research had been completed on 
the screening test to determine if 
it was "fake-proof." 
"One of the criticisms is that 
people who do have alcohol prob- 
lems may be likely to deny or 
they try and minimize their alco- 
hol problems," she said. 
One aspect of her research 
found that subjects were able to 
fake a substance abuse problem. 
However, it was difficult for 
them to appear as though they 
did not have a substance abuse 
problem. 
Professor Harold Rosenberg, 
Myerholtz's adviser, said this as- 
pect of the research was de- 
signed to test the quality of the 
SASSI instrument. The instru- 
ment was also tested for its con- 
sistency over time and if the out- 
come is similar to other alcohol 
screening instruments. 
Rosenberg said the research 
results Indicate that the SASSI 
could not completely determine 
if a person has a substance abuse 
problem. 
"If one uses this instrument, 
one has to be very careful not to 
make a judgement just based on 
this one test. One ought to use 
multiple sources of information, 
multiple tests and interview be- 
fore making a conclusion that 
somebody has a substance abuse 
problem," he said. 
Myerholtz's research was 
completed as part of her prelimi- 
nary examination for her doctor- 
ate in psychology. The results of 
her study were presented at the 
APA convention in August. 
Giorgio Glka, of Venus Bronze Works in Detroit, sprays the face 
Park In Indianapolis. After being cleaned with water, the statue 
Paul Suicya/Thc Ailoclalcd PKII 
of a bronze statue of President Benjamin Harrison in University 
was rubbed down with wax to protect it from the elements. 
Kreischer's changes due to students 
Residents working through hall governement key to improvements 
Darla Warnock 
The BC News 
Recent improvements made on 
the Kreischer Quadrangle were 
done with the help of residents 
working through their hall 
government on quad improve- 
ments. 
Karen Dcsanto, a senior politi- 
cal science major, said that 
through her involvement with 
hall council two years ago, she 
was able to begin meeting with 
students to talk about changes 
needed throughout the quad. 
The group began to meet regu- 
larly, forming a quad improve- 
ment group, consisting of about 
10 to IS students discussing what 
improvements needed to be 
made. 
"Our activities began to esca- 
late," Desanto said. "We were an 
integral part in trying to change 
things." 
Students involved on the com- 
mittee met with the housing of- 
fice and architects about the 
changes they wanted to make and 
gave suggestions on the proposed 
improvements. Together with 
the housing office, students were 
able to plan some of the changes 
they wanted to make. 
Carrie Sargent, Kreischer 
complex coordinator, explained 
the improvements made as a re- 
sult of student involvement have 
gone over well with the residents 
of the facility. 
"It's been nice to see students 
excited," Sargent said. "It's 
building community." 
The renovations began last fall 
and are to be completed within 
the next couple of weeks. Main 
improvements have included 
fresh paint, new carpet, more 
community space, front desk 
changes, heat control, security 
and additional rooms approved 
by the American Disabilites As- 
sociation. 
"It's now more accessible to all 
students," Sargent said. "It's a 
very welcoming environment. I 
can't say there's anything I dis- 
like." 
Desanto said that as a student 
returning to Kreischer after liv- 
ing there previously, she is ex- 
cited to know that she had a part 
in the changes. 
"It's kind of a neat feeling for 
me living here this year," De- 
santo said. "I know how much 
went into it, and it's a good feel- 
ing. It's made life a little more 
comfortable, so I enjoy it." Ash- 
ley Hall Director Tacci Smith 
agreed the changes have already 
made an improvement in the 
quad. 
"They like it and will take care 
of it because it's a new facility," 
Smith said. "I can't foresee a lot 
of damage." 
The only frustrations involved 
in the renovations, according to 
Desanto, is getting the job com- 
pleted. 
"We're just waiting for every- 
thing to get finished," Desanto 
said. "I think everyone has been 
really responsive, though." 
MARINE 
Continued from page one. 
reef tank, there are probably 
40 to 50 animals." 
Moore said the lab exposes 
biology  majors to  what  real 
marine biology is like by taking 
care of the animals and actual- 
ly interacting with them. 
Leann Danielson, senior bi- 
ology major specializing in 
marine bilogy, said the lab has 
been a great asset in her edu- 
cation. 
"The lab has given me know- 
ledge and responsibility by 
taking care of the animals and 
by getting involved within the 
lab," Danielson said. 
Moore said the lab is open to 
all students wishing to view the 
animals, talk with students, do 
homework or just hang out. 
EXPO  
Continued from page one. 
soon as possible, because they 
are already making decisions, 
Mazzeo said. 
The keynote speaker for the 
event is Mary Ellen Saare, moti- 
vational speaker and author of 
"Feet First," who will discuss 
how she overcame diabetes, 
blindness and amputations to live 
a quality life. 
Linda Contreras, member of 
the conference planning team, 
said Saare has a "fascinating life 
experience." 
Mazzeo said that Saare pre- 
sents a message of hope in her 
presentation. 
"People will be inspired by the 
hope that Saare provides," she 
said. 
Besides the sessions with 
speakers, participants will also 
have the onportunity to walk 
around the conference expo area 
and visit booths of the different 
sponsors, who will be explaining 
the different goods and services 
they have available having to do 
with health and wellness. 
There will be give-aways from 
the different sponsors, and the 
grand prize will be a one-week 
stay at the Kerr House in Grand 
Rapids, Ohio. 
"The Kerr House is a health 
resort that specializes in relaxa- 
tion, yoga, massage and much 
more," Mazzeo said. "It is a get- 
away for men and women that 
has a worldwide clientele." 
Davenport said that both men 
and women are invited to attend 
the conference. 
Contreras agreed and said 
some people assume that only 
women are interested in well- 
ness. 
"Men are not always perceived 
to be interested in wellness," she 
said. 
Mazzeo said the conference 
will focus on wellness in all the 
areas. 
"This will present a picture of 
what is possible in order to be the 
best you can be in all the 
different content areas," she 
said. 
Those interested in attending 
the conference can contact Maz- 
zeo at 353-0042 to receive an ap- 
plication. The deadline for early 
registration is Sept. 15 and the 
cost is $85. For those registering 
after that date the registration 
fee will be $95. 
THIS 
WEEKEND 
AT THE 
Seafood has never 
tasted better, or been 
served up at a better 
|price. Join us each and 
every Friday from 
11:30-1:30pm for our 
Seafood Splash! 
SCALLOPS • CLAMS • SHRIMP 
ALASKAN POLLOCK • BAKED FISH 
OUR SPECIAL RECIPE CLAM CHOWDER 
Also includes complete 
soup & salad bar, 
potato bar, and 
unlimited beverage. 
$5.95 
All-You-Can-Eat' 
SUNDAY BRUNCH 
Served 11-2pm every Sunday 
Carved Turkey Breast • Hand Carved Top Round 
Dutchess Potatoes • Mashed potatoes w/ Gravy 
Lasagna • Scrambled Eggs • Sausage 
Hashbrowns • Mini Muffins • Sweet Rolls 
Soup & Salad Bar • Potato Bar • And More! $7.25 
Students & Seniors 
$6.95 
Kids 4-11 $3.95 
'Kids 3 and under eat free! 
For reservations call 
372-2235 
Nation 
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Leaders want officers suspended 
Ashley H. Grant 
The Associated Press 
INDIANAPOLIS » A drun- 
ken group of men grabbed 
their crotches, made lewd re- 
marks to women and beat up 
two people on the street. And 
since the group consisted of 
off-duty cops, they arrested 
the pair, too. 
Some SO witnesses could 
attest to the Aug. 27 incident. 
Still, two weeks later, the offi- 
cers are on the job and black 
community leaders are upset 
that the police department's 
investigation has been sus- 
pended. 
"I'm appalled that officers 
would use this kind of force or 
that they would become crimi- 
nals - that they would be pub- 
licly intoxicated, publicly in- 
sulting people," said the Rev. 
Wayne Harris of Concerned 
Clergy, a group of black minis- 
ters. "Then, they became offi- 
cers again, hiding behind the 
power of the badge, the power 
of the state." 
Witnesses said about a dozen 
white men who later turned out 
to be off-duty members of an 
elite police unit pummeled a 
black motorist who stopped 
and exchanged words with 
them and then badly beat a 
white man who came to his aid. 
At least one officer pulled his 
gun on the two civilians during 
the confrontation. 
Among the witnesses were 
women who said they were 
taunted and three white minis- 
»ers who were out for the even- 
ing with families. They said the 
The Associated Press 
Community leaders protest the police department's investigation of officers who allegedly grabbed 
their crotches, made lewd remarks about women and beat up two people. The police department sus- 
pended their investigation and the officers have continued to work for the department. 
Site dedicated 
to black Civil 
War soldiers 
men smellcd of beer and did 
not identify themselves as 
police at first. 
One of the police officers 
also shouted a racial slur at one 
point, a witness said. 
"It was the most unfair thing 
I ever saw in my life. They 
were half-drunk," the Rev. 
Timothy Keep, one of the wit- 
nesses, said after the incident. 
"I told one cop, 'You guys are a 
disgrace.' ... I mean, he was 
blowing Budweiser in my 
face." 
On Thursday, some black 
ministers picketed the City- 
County Building demanding 
that the officers be taken off 
street duty. 
"These officers, while still 
on duty, pose a potential clear 
and present danger to our 
community," the Rev. Stephen 
J. Clay, president of the Inter- 
denominational Ministers' Al- 
liance. 
A grand jury and the FBI are 
looking into the Aug. 27 inci- 
dent.   No charges  have been 
filed against the officers. 
The officers haven't been 
taken off the street because 
"there's that little thing called 
due process," police depart- 
ment spokesman David Walker 
said. "They have a right to an 
investigation to see who did 
what to whom." 
The two men beaten in the 
incident were arrested, but 
prosecutors did not pursue 
charges. 
Jennifer Batog 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON - After being 
ignored by history for 130 years, 
thousands of black soldiers who 
fought in the Civil War got their 
due Thursday when the site for a 
national monument to their 
efforts was officially dedicated. 
Some 185,000 blacks fought in 
the nation's bloodiest war, along- 
side and often taking the place of 
their white captains. But when 
the war ended, they were largely 
forgotten, and they were inten- 
tionally left out of a 1865 victory 
parade in Washington. 
"The story of the 185,000 sol- 
diers is being told. That's the 
most important thing," said 
Richard Burbridge, 61, of New 
York City. His great- 
grandfather, Sgt. Maj. Thomas 
Burbridge, fought in the war 
with the 114th Regiment out of 
Lexington, Ky. 
"I'm sure he'd be very proud" 
of the memorial, Burbridge said 
of his great-grandfather. 
Burbridge and about 500 other 
people attended the ceremony in 
Washington's historically black 
Shaw neighborhood, where the 
African American Civil War 
Memorial will be built. The 
neighborhood is named for aboli- 
tionist Robert Shaw, who led one 
of the first black Civil War regi- 
ments, the Massachusetts 54th. 
District Mayor Marion Barry 
said Shaw was the perfect place 
for the monument. "This monu- 
ment is in the right place. It 
shouldn't be downtown on the 
Mall. It shouldn't be somewhere 
else in Washington. It should be 
right here in the heart of this 
community," he said. 
Jacqueline Still Burton, whose 
five distant cousins fought with 
Philadelphia's 24th Regiment, 
said she was happy her relatives 
"are finally being recognized." 
"It's a dream come true for our 
family," Burton, 65, said. "It's 
the realization of their dreams, 
because they believed that they 
would fight and would then be 
free men." 
The memorial is expected to be 
completed in about a year. It will 
be a semicircular, 3-foot-high 
curved stone wall holding stain- 
less steel plaques with the names 
of the black Union soldiers and 
the 7,000 white officers who led 
them. A statue of four black sol- 
diers will face the wall of names. 
The ceremony Thursday cap- 
ped a week of events honoring 
the "United States Colored 
Troops," as the fighters were 
called. Earlier in the week re- 
enactment groups from around 
the country staged a long- 
overdue victory parade down 
Pennsylvania Ave. and laid a 
wreath at Arlington National 
Cemetery. 
ffllCON HOM6 OP6N6R 
FALCON FOOTBALL SATURDAV vs. T6MPL6 
€asu admission with BGSU ID. 
Time is Running Out! 
Senior portraits 
are 
being taken! 
Schedule your 
appointment 
TODAY! 
Call Carl Wolf Studio at 1 -800-969-1338. 
Photos will be taken in the KEY office 28 West HAll 
Monday thru Friday 10 a.m.- 1 p.m.; 2 p.m. - 6 p.m. 
Sports 
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Scott Brown 
Sports Editor 
Alabama was 
a big game, 
but this one 
is bigger 
Granted, Alabama was a big 
game for the Bowling Green 
football program. 
The Falcons got national rec- 
ognition with their respectable 
showing against the Crimson 
Tit e. A young defense showed its 
capabilities, and a roughshod 
offensive unit showed some 
promising signs. 
For BGSU football, it was a 
grand showing that garnered 
some much-deserved respect 
from across the nation. 
But in the grand scheme of 
things, tomorrow's game is big- 
ger for the Falcon football team - 
much bigger. 
This game will do much more 
in terms of determining the 
direction for the rest of the 
season. This game will show us 
exactly what this team can and 
can't do. 
This game will also determine 
the mindset of the team heading 
into what is shaping up already as 
THE game, next week on the road 
against the Miami Redskins. 
"I said right from the begin- 
ning that regardless of what hap- 
pened at Alabama, the Temple 
game is going to be huge as far as 
we are concerned," head coach 
Gary Blackney said. "It's a home 
game. 
"What we would like to do is re- 
establish that home field domi- 
nance that we had for most of the 
first four years that we were 
here. I think it's important for 
our players' confidence and I 
think it's important for us to im- 
prove that much from game one 
to game two. To have every as- 
pect of our program in lull swing 
as we head down to Miami (next 
week)... we need a lot of things 
going for us because they are an 
outstanding football team." 
But the Falcons can't overlook 
the Owls. Temple has been really 
bad for a long time - last year 
they were an anemic 2-9, and 
overall the Owls have lost 10 of 
their last 11 road games - but 
things are looking up in 1996. 
BG's offense has to get on track 
early and move the chains, help- 
ing check Temple's offense by 
keeping it off the field. And the 
defense has to create some op- 
. portunitles with big plays, i.e. 
turnovers. The defense gave the 
Falcons a chance to beat Alabama 
two weeks ago - it should do as 
much or more against the Owls. 
Remember the old football 
adage: avoid the big mistakes, 
and things will generally work 
out for themselves. 
Brown's pick: BG 24, Temple 
20. 
All in all, the Falcons can give 
themselves a big lift heading into 
next week's HUGE game at 
Miami with a victory. Now that 
Wasean Tait is out for the year in 
Toledo, the MAC race is even 
more wide open than it was, and 
the Redskins have to be con- 
sidered the odds-on favorite. 
By the way, it would be great to 
see a big crowd out for the first 
home game of the season against 
a major opponent in Temple. 
Really, 1 p.m. isn't as early as 
most of you might think on a Sat- 
urday. 
Check out the "1996 Falcon 
Football Preview" edition inser- 
ted in today's paper. It's 16 pages 
of all you ever wanted to know 
about BGSU football. 
Falcons open home slate 
Temple opposes as 
BG looks for a win 
Scott Brown 
The BC News 
Bowling Green will be facing a 
different Temple team tomorrow 
than the one it rolled to a 37-31 
victory over a season ago. 
The Falcons ran up a 34-10 sec- 
ond half lead before the Owls 
captured a few late touchdowns, 
but this Temple team is much 
more experienced and much 
more confident. 
BG will defi- 
nitely have to 
be on its toes 
right from 
kickoff. 
"I   think  it's 
one word: con- 
fidence,"   Fal- 
con head coach 
' Gary Blackney 
Blackneysaid    of   !ne 
reason    for 
Temple's turnaround. "They are 
all a year older. A lot of the same 
players that we played against a 
year ago are back this year. 
"I think it's a commitment, a 
dedication, a resolve - that's atti- 
tude. Along with the success 
they've had early on (this year), 
there has to be a confidence fac- 
tor there." 
The Owls enter the game with a 
1-1 record, having defeated 
Eastern Michigan 28-24 in the 
season opener before falling 
38-34 to Washington State last 
week. 
Temple is led by quarterback 
Henry Burris, who holds 14 
Temple passing records, includ- 
vs. 
TEMPLE 
Saturday, 1 p.m. 
Perry Stadium 
Bowling Green 
Radio: WBGU-FM (88.1), WFOB- 
AM (1430), WBVI-FM (96.7) 
Television: none 
Brown's Pick: Falcons by (our 
ing marks for career yards and 
touchdowns. 
"He's playing very, very well," 
Blackney said. 
The key for the Falcons will be 
keeping Burris from making the 
big play, of which he and his tal- 
ented receiving corps are very 
capable. Flanker Troy Kersey 
caught seven passes for 178 
yards in the season opener and 
Saturday against Washington 
State, senior Van Johnson 
grabbed 11 passes for 144 yards. 
"I don't know if there is a lot of 
dropoff in the Temple 
receivers," Blackney said, com- 
paring the Owls' wideouts to Ala- 
bama's. "I think they are that 
good." 
See TEMPLE, page «*«>• 
The Falcon football team has won four of its last five home openers at Perry 
fifth in the last six Saturday at 1 p.m. against Temple. 
BONsmdltiksta 
Stadium. BG looks for a 
BG's cross country teams 
host initial meet Saturday 
Jason McMahon 
The BC News 
There's an old adage that says 
something to the effect of "those 
who don't learn from the past are 
condemned to repeat it." Forgive 
the BGSU women's and men's 
cross country teams if they 
aren't paying attention. 
Both squads begin their ardu- 
ous task of defending last 
season's Mid-American Confer- 
ence championships at home 
Saturday. Ohio University and 
the University of Toledo will 
provide the competition in a meet 
the Falcons hope to use as a step- 
ping stone to continued success. 
The women's cause is aided by 
the fact that they are returning 
13 of 16 runners from last year. 
Sink Price 
including the defending individ- 
ual MAC champion, senior Su- 
zanne Isco. She is one of several 
headliners on the women's team, 
but coach Steve Price is far from 
overconfident. 
Ohio has won the MAC title six 
out of the past eight years, and 
they finished a close second to 
the Falcons in preseason MAC 
balloting. They also are return- 
ing the bulk of their team, and 
arc led by freshman Jackie Con- 
rad. The Merrysville, Ohio 
standout was one of the most 
highly recruited preps last year. 
"It's quite a big meet to start 
with," Price, last year's MAC 
Coach of the Year, said. "We 
want to try and beat OU right 
here off the bat." 
To do that. Price will need a 
solid effort from his charges. He 
is counting on, among others: 
■ Laura Hall, a senior who has 
been plagued with a plethora of 
injuries. Although she has been 
all-MAC each of her three years. 
Price feels she is just now begin- 
ning to reach her potential, not- 
See COUNTRY, page seven. 
Ohio carries rare undefeated 
mark heading to Army game 
Rusty Miller 
The Associated Press 
Bring on Nebraska, Tennessee 
and Florida State. But, first, 
bring on Army. 
Ohio puts a 2-0 record - it's 
first since 1976 - on the line 
when it travels to West Point on 
Saturday. Needless to say. Bob- 
cat boosters are in an uproar. 
"It really is an amazing situa- 
tion," coach Jim Grobe said. "We 
went from the beginning of the 
season where everybody said, 
•Hey, you'll get killed. You'll be 
lucky to win a game.' Now all of a 
sudden, the expectations are that 
we're just going to keep on win- 
ning, like that's the way it should 
be." 
The Bobcats were picked to 
finish eighth in the Mid- 
American Conference in presea- 
son media balloting. With 19 wins 
in the last 11 years, even that 
might have been overly optimis- 
tic for the downtrodden Ohio 
program. 
A shocking 44-14 pounding of 
Akron in the home opener was 
followed by an equally shocking 
21-10 victory at Hawaii last Sat- 
urday. All of a sudden, people are 
See OHIO, page seven. 
COMING THIS WEEKEND... 
Volleyball team headed for Butler Invitational 
This weekend, the Bowling Green volleyball team travels to 
Indianapolis for the Butler University Invitational. Noon, today, 
the Falcons take on Middle Tennessee State. This evening, they'll 
play San Francisco. Saturday, Bowling Green plays the host to 
the Butler Bulldogs around 1 p.m. Their final game will be 
against Arkansas State at S p.m. 
Middle Tennessee State has 5-4 record. However, last year, the 
Raiders piled up an astounding 32-7 record, and qualified for the 
NCAA Tournament. The Raiders are coming off a five-games 
victory over Alabama-Birmingham last Tuesday. 
After posting an anemic 9-26 record last year, San Francisco 
has split the only four games they've played this year Those 
four matches all came at their own PowerBar Invitational. 
Butler has a 4-3 record so far this young season but is coming 
off a tournament win at the Saint Louis Invitational. Last year, 
Butler had an impressive 22-12 record and qualified for the 
National Invitational Volleyball Championship. 
The Indians of Arkansas State also qualified for the NCAA's, 
but thus far have only a 2-3 record. 
The Falcons have the poorest record of the teams at the Butler 
Invitational at 2-7. They did win Tuesday, against Wright State, 
in five games. 
Soccer team travels to Oxford 
The Falcon soccer team is competing in the Kclme Invitational 
in Oxford this weekend. 
MAC rival Miami is hosting the event, which also boasts teams 
from Centra] Connecticut and George Washington. 
Bowling Green takes on Central Connecticut at 3:IS p.m. Sat- 
urday and then meets up with George Washington Sunday at 1 
p.m. The team with the best record among the four teams will be 
considered the champion. 
The Falcons are coming off a championship in the Pepsi/Nike 
Classic in Vermont last weekend. 
Tennis team hosts Keefe Invitational 
The men's tennis team hosts the annual Keefe Invitational at 
the Keefe Tennis Courts beginning today and running through 
Sunday. 
Action runs throughout each day of the event. 
Women's golf visiting Gopher Invitational 
The women's golf team is competing in the Gopher Invitational 
at Minnesota this weekend. 
Compiled from staff reports 
FALCON FOOTBALL 
/^*       LIVE! 
WBGU 
88.1 
Saturday • pregame show at noon 
Pack it on Till it Sticks in 96   Pack it on Till it Sticks in 96 
Undergraduate Alumni Association Presents 
Pack it on Till it Sticks in '96 
Our Annual mud Volleyball Tournament will be 
held on Sun. Sept. 22 from 9 to 4 behind the Field 
House. Forms are available at the Mileti Alumni 
Center. Have any questions call: Angela 352- 
3741. There will be a live DJ & great prizes. 
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Shula: Bengals are just trying too hard 
Joe Kay 
The Associated Press 
CINCINNATI -- Coach Dave 
Shula has a theory for the Cin- 
cinnati Bengals' 0-2 start: They'- 
re not bad, they're just trying too 
hard. 
Shula thinks the Bengals will 
start playing up to expectations 
as soon as they stop trying to 
meet them. They've done so 
many things wrong in the first 
two games that fans already are 
starting to write them off. 
Jeff Blake has thrown more 
interceptions than touchdowns, 
Damay Scott and Carl Pickens 
have dropped passes, the running 
game has been running in place 
and special teams have had one 
breakdown after another. 
"I think Jeff feels he needs to 
press a little bit to do some things 
and might be forcing the action a 
little bit," Shula said. "I'm sure 
Carl and Darnay feel a little 
pressure to make a spectacular 
play because we're not getting it 
done in other areas. Maybe they'- 
re pressing a little bit, too." 
There's some support for Shu- 
la's theory, but it's not universal. 
For instance, Blake doesn't buy 
into it. 
His theory is a little different: 
The Bengals are thinking too 
much rather than trying to do too 
much. 
"We're not just playing and 
having fun," Blake said. "We're 
trying not to mess up so much 
that we're messing up. We're 
thinking about it too much in- 
stead of just doing it. 
"I think I've gotten into that 
funk, too. You're talking to your- 
self too much ~ try not to do this, 
try not to do that - and then you 
end up doing it anyway. You just 
talk yourself out of your game, 
basically." 
Blake's numbers show that 
something's drastically wrong 
with the offense, which had the 
llth-ranked passing attack in the 
NFL last season. Blake, who went 
to the Pro Bowl, threw for 3,822 
yards last season with 28 touch- 
downs and 17 interceptions. 
In the two games this season, 
Blake has passed for only 389 
yards with two touchdowns and 
three interceptions. 
Knowing that Blake disagrees 
with his assessment, Shula has 
been careful to avoid saying that 
the quarterback is pressing or 
trying to do too much. 
"Jeff, I think, is trying to do too 
..." Shula said, smiling as he de- 
clined to complete the sentence. 
"In the first couple of weeks. 
he has not posted the numbers he 
did last year," Shula said diplo- 
matically. "At times, he hasn't 
had time to make decisions. 
Other times he's had drops (by 
receivers). He hasn't had a run- 
ning game to complement what 
we're trying to do." 
And Blake has made some bad 
decisions, forcing passes that 
turned into interceptions. 
"We have some Pro Bowl cali- 
ber guys around here. We've got 
to start playing like it, including 
myself," Blake said. 
Running back Eric Bieniemy 
thinks there's something to the 
notion that the Bengals are up- 
tight, for whatever reason. 
"Right now, it's obvious we're 
just not clicking as a unit," he 
said. "I think instead of relaxing 
and playing, we're all trying to 
make a big play. You've got to 
understand, you can't force a 
play to happen. You have to just 
relax and let it happen." 
Whether it's trying too hard or 
thinking to much, the Bengals 
are certainly having no fun. 
Some of them realized it by 
watching Green Bay beat Phila- 
delphia 39-13 Monday night. 
"We just saw in that game how 
much enthusiasm they had and 
how hard they were playing," 
running back Ki-Jana Carter 
said. 
Williams carries Yankees to win 
IIGSU Cross Country -% 
vs. 
Ohio end Toledo 
Soturdoy, September 14 
Men begin ot 10:00; Women begin at 9:30 
Harry Atkins 
The Associated Press 
DETROIT - A year ago. Bemie 
Williams played a major role in 
New York's stretch run to a wild- 
card berth. This season, he might 
carry the Yankees to a pennant. 
Williams drove in eight runs, 
including a grand slam off the 
facing of the third deck and a 
three-run homer, and the AL 
East-leading Yankees completed 
a three-game sweep by defeating 
Detroit 12-3 Thursday. 
"It was a great game. We'll cer- 
tainly take it," said Williams, who 
seems to thrive on the pressure 
of a September drive. "When 
these days come, you just have to 
enjoy them." 
Last season, Williams was hit- 
ting .294 before Sept. 1. Then he 
hit .364 the rest of the way as the 
Yankees earned the wild-card 
spot. 
Already Tired of Cramped Computer Labs / 
BGs NEW 
Computer Source 
BUY direct and SAVE 
hundred! ov«r thc 
Competition Y^ei i ihj Bowluf <   IT .i oetoty 
INCIUCIES SVCA MoNiTOR ANCJ 
CANON COIOR Bubble IET PRJNIER 
P133 Praam 
I : i.n Ii.nd Drive 
8* MUICI-MC.JI.I kil 
.* i i> Voice Minium 
II. Mil I IX)RAM 
^_. 
■XSHli 
Other Systems A\ Jiljbk 
Buy Your Own Computer and Get Your Work Done When You Want 
at Your Pace in the Comfort of Your Own Room. 
"Well, I feel the pressure every 
day," Williams said. "It just 
seems to work out well down the 
stretch. I know there's no 
tomorrow." 
The Yankees arrived at Tiger 
Stadium having lost 15 of 24, 
prompting manager Joe Torre to 
call a 25-minute pregame meet- 
ing before the opener. The team 
responded by scoring 28 runs in 
three days, and increased its lead 
to three games over Baltimore, 
which played Chicago at night. 
"Bernie Williams is kind of my 
wild card," Torre said. "I can bat 
him anyplace in the lineup, and 
he's still going to go up there and 
just be Bernie Williams. I know 
eight RBIs has to present itself to 
you. But when it does, you still 
have to swing the bat and make 
something happen." 
David Cone (6-2) once again 
overcame a shaky start. He al- 
lowed three runs in the first 
three innings, but no more before 
leaving after the seventh with a 
S-3 lead. 
"That is what being a great 
pitcher is all about," Torre said. 
"Anybody can go out there with 
great stuff and do well. When you 
don't have it, that's when you find 
out what somebody is all about." 
Williams, who had been batting 
just .268 since the All-Star break 
after a stellar first half, broke 
out in a big way, setting a career 
high for RBIs. 
"That was a wonderful game 
for Bernie," Torre said. "He just 
looked locked in today. We need 
somebody like that right now. 
That takes the pressure off 
everybody else." 
Williams put the Yankees 
ahead 3-2 in the third with his 
25th homer, a right-handed shot 
in the second deck in left field. 
With the score 3-all in the fifth, 
Williams and Charlie Hayes hit 
RBI singles that chased rookie 
Justin Thompson (1-5). 
"It seems like the strike zone 
shrank a little bit and I had to 
come in," Thompson said. 
"They're a bunch of fastball hit- 
ters and they took advantage of 
It." 
Hayes and Andy Fox hit solo 
home runs in the ninth, and then 
Williams connected left-handed 
for a long drive to right field off 
Jose Lima. 
"Jose just doesn't seem to pitch 
well in that situation," Detroit 
manager Buddy Bell said. "For 
whatever reason, he seems to do 
better when it's tighter. Maybe 
it's concentation. We just wanted 
to get him some work, but it was 
more work than we wanted." 
Cone, making his third start 
since coming back from an 
aneurysm in his right shoulder, 
won for the second time in his re- 
turn. 
In his first start since surgery, 
he began the game with two 
walks before pitching seven no- 
hit innings in Oakland. In his last 
outing, Cone gave up three runs 
on his first five pitches, but al- 
lowed no more runs in a seven- 
inning effort against Toronto. 
"The first inning, I was strug- 
gling," Cone said. "I dont know 
why. I guess I've got to find a 
better way to warm up or some- 
thing, get ready to go." 
Travis Fryman's RBI double 
and a sacrifice fly by Tony Clark 
put Detroit ahead 2-0 in the first. 
The Tigers tied it at 3 in the 
third when Williams lost Clark's 
fly ball in the sun, allowing Fry- 
man to score. The Yankees 
center fielder avoided an error 
on the play, however, when he 
recovered in time to force Bobby 
Higginson at second. 
Higginson had held up at first, 
thinking  Williams would  catch 
1996 BGSU 
Home 
Football 
Schedule 
Sept. 14 
Temple...1:00 
Sept. 28 
Central 
Michigan 1:00 
Oct. 12 
Kent 1:00 
(Homecoming) 
Oct. 19 
Ball 
State 1:00 
Nov. 9 
Western 
Michigan 1:00 
(Parent's Day) 
JOIN THE FUN AND EXCITEMENT AT PERRY STADIUM! 
JUST PRESENT YOUR BGSU I.D. FOR ADMISSION! 
A Special Thanks to 
this year's sponsors, 
Barney's Convenience Mart, 
Food Town, Krogers. 
Ohio Lottery, Pepsi, Walmart 
HOME OPENER SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 1 4 
VS. TEMPLE 1:00 P.M. 
the ball. The official scorer cred- 
ited Clark with a sacrifice fly, 
ruling that Fryman would have 
scored anyway. 
"One of these days we're going 
to find the chemistry or ingre- 
dient to get over that hump," Bell 
said. "Right now we just don't 
have it. We're getting beat by 
better teams right now. I hope I 
learn from it and the guys in the 
other room learn from it and find 
out what it takes to beat those 
teams." 
Notes: The grand slam by Wil- 
liams was his second of the 
season and fourth of his career. 
It was the third time in his career 
Williams has homered from each 
side of the plate. ... Four homers 
in a game tied the season-high for 
the Yankees, as did three homers 
in one inning.... A throwing error 
by left fielder Higginson in the 
seventh was the 40th error by a 
Detroit outfielder this season. ... 
Four walks tied Tim Raines' ca- 
reer high. He has drawn four 
walks four times, the last April 
20, 1994, at Milwaukee. ... The 
grand slam was the 12th the 
Tigers have allowed this season, 
adding to their single-season re- 
cord. The previous major league 
record was 10 by Seattle in 1992. 
... The Tigers now have given up 
225 homers, just one shy of the 
major league record by the 1987 
Orioles. ... Tigers pitching coach 
Jon Mat lack was reassigned to 
another position within the or- 
ganization Thursday. Rick Adair, 
the Tigers minor league pitching 
coordinator, will assume Mat- 
lack's duties through the rest of 
the season. It was believed Mat- 
lack sought the move for person- 
al reasons. ... Frank O'Rourke, a 
one-time teammate of Ty Cobb 
and longtime scout for the Yan- 
kees, was inducted Thursday into 
the Canadian Baseball Hall of 
Fame. O'Rourke, a native of Ha- 
milton, Ontario, played on six 
teams from 1912-31, including 
the Tigers. He died in 1986 at the 
age of 91. 
Powtf Macintosh' 7200 
PowerPC 601/120 MHX16MH RMi 
IXB/XXCD ROM/Pi'display 
Macintosh' Ptrfomu' 6290 
6O3efl00 MHMMR RAW12CR 
4XCD R0M/2H H modem/14'display 
Power Macintosh' 52SO 
PouerPC.-Ill) W/IDI) MIMfMR KA.M 
H00.MB/4XCD MM/lfdisplu) 
Save $100 on an Apple printer 
when you buy a Mac. 
BGSU  Computer  Sales  and Rental  Office 
129   Hayes  Hall,     372-7724 
For more  information  look us up at 
http://vvvvvv.bgsu.edu/departments/ucs/csar/ 
•prices  include handling and tax. 
Free  one-year Apple  warranty. 
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OHIO 
Continued from page six. 
actually excited about Ohio foot- 
ball for a change. 
"A lot of people thought this 
Hawaii-Army-Northwestern road 
swing would be so brutal it would 
just crush us," said Grebe, who 
was 2-8-1 in his first year at Ohio. 
"All of a sudden, our kids play 
hard and we get some breaks and 
we won at Hawaii. 
"Now everybody's talking 
about Northwestern and I'm say- 
ing, 'What are you-all thinking? 
Have you ever been to West Point 
and played those guys? They 
think they're  going  to a  bowl 
game!' It's really funny how 
things change." 
Army opens its season with 
high hopes of improving on last 
year's 5-5-1 mark and making it 
to a bowl game. 
The Bobcats counter with an 
option attack guided by quarter- 
back Kareem  Wilson, with 206 
yards rushing in the two victor- 
ies while fullback Steve Hookfin 
had 145 yards at Hawaii. 
Ohio has attempted just 10 
passes so far this year, complet- 
ing five for a grand total of 11 
yards. 
But the Bobcats seem to have 
an answer for every question so 
TEMPLE 
Continued from page five. 
Of course, the key to shutting 
down the pass is shutting down 
the run first. 
"It all starts again with our 
ability to shut down the run," 
Blackney said. "If you don't shut 
down the run, you don't even 
have to worry about getting to 
the passing phase of it. The suc- 
cess that Temple has had since 
Burris has been there... has been 
riding his arm." 
Bowling Green will throw a 
number of different schemes at 
Burris, trying on one end to keep 
the pressure on him but on the 
other end keep hiin from scram- 
bling, where he can be equally 
deadly. 
Much of the heat will fall on 
the linebackers in BG's 34 
scheme, particularly the brother 
tandem of Kevin and Joe O'Neill 
at inside linebacker who per- 
formed so well against Alabama 
two weeks ago. 
"We've worked hard in the off- 
week in trying to find the right 
combinations of people who can 
put pressure on the passer," 
Blackney said. "Hopefully, there 
will be improvement in that area 
- but you have to have alterna- 
tive plans if there isn't. 
"It really comes down to if you 
want to cover or rush the passer. 
And with Burris, you've got to 
have both of those elements in 
your game plan." 
On the defensive side of the 
ball. Temple has shown its vul- 
nerability thus far this season 
and the Falcon offense will have 
to take full advantage. 
A big plus for BG will be 
having its full complement of 
wide receivers available for the 
first  time  this  season.  Jacque 
Rogers, Terry Loville, Eric 
Starks and several others should 
all see action and allow quarter- 
back Bob Niemet a number of op- 
tions. 
Re-establishing the running 
game will be a top priority, as 
well. 
"I think we have to run the ball 
better than we did against Ala- 
bama and our third down conver- 
sion has to get a lot better 
offensively," Blackney said. 
"We've got to be able to move the 
chains a little bit to get the de- 
fense a little rest." 
Kickoff is set for 1 p.m. 
COUNTRY 
Continued from page fix. 
ing, "She's on the verge of being 
a national class runner." 
■ Sophomore transfer Jess 
LaFene, who has pleased Price 
with her early season workouts. 
The Sandusky, Ohio native spent 
a year at North Carolina before 
deciding to return home. 
■ Senior Renee Strayer, who 
was right on the heels of Hall and 
LaFene in a test run a week ago. 
From Coshocton, Ohio, Strayer is 
a walk-on who has established 
herself as one of BGSU's top 
competitors. 
■ Freshmen Nikki Monroe and 
Shannon Baird should also be 
running toward the front of the 
pack come Saturday. 
While the team's first goal is to 
win the meet, Price does not want 
to stop there. He'd like each of 
his athletes to beat the respective 
runner from OU. Doing so would 
ensure a victory, as a cross coun- 
try score is compiled by adding 
up the places of the top five run- 
ners and the low score wins. He'd 
also like to see his top five cross 
the linebef jre OU's fourth girl. 
While the men's goals aren't 
quite as lofty, make no mistake 
about it, they want to emerge vic- 
torious as well. 
Unlike his colleague on the 
women's side, men's coach Sid 
Sink is not blessed with a wealth 
of experience. Lost are the top 
three performers from last 
year's MAC championships, and 
five of the top seven. 
"We're still trying to win," Sink 
said. "That's our main goal." 
Returning arc juniors Rob 
Bowman and Jim Weckesser, 
who finished 19th and 21st, re- 
spectively, in the MAC a year 
ago. Sink is hoping they will help 
show a young team the hunger 
and desire necessary to win. 
"The guys returning know how 
great it was (to win the MAC)," 
Sink said, and he believes his 
team can do it again. "This team 
has lots of ability - whether it's 
ready to show it or not is the 
question." 
It will be tough, though, as OU 
boasts of a men's team that was 
the preseason pick to win the 
MAC. 
"The main thing is we can 
compete with OU," Sink said. He 
likes a big challenge to open the 
campaign. "It's a great first 
meet, because it will tell us ex- 
actly where we are." 
For that to be in the "W col- 
umn, the men will have to give a 
performance that Sink believes 
they have in them. Leading the 
Falcons into the fray will be jun- 
ior co-captain Craig Nieset, and 
sophomores Pat Carney and Dan 
Flaute. 
Nieset    "has   made    huge 
strides," according to Sink. "He's 
running stronger than he ever 
has before." In last week's time 
trial, he was sandwiched in be- 
tween Flaute and Carney. 
While this meet has no bearing 
on conference standings, both 
Price and Sink would like to see 
their teams start off on the right 
foot. While a victory is not the 
only barometer for success, the 
Falcon women and men would 
like to send a message that they 
did indeed learn from the past, 
and they want to repeat it. 
BCSU TENNIS 
KEEFE INVITE 
September 13-15 (All Day) 
Keeie l&mfo Courts 
far. 
"We're just having fun," Grobe 
said. "Our kids are playing real 
hard. They're flying around and 
they're making a bunch of mis- 
takes, but they're doing some 
good things, too. 
"For a young team, it's hard, 
but we have to be mature enough 
to play one game at a time. We're 
not in any way good enough to 
start to feel good about our- 
selves. We're more confident 
right now, but the scary part Is 
not being overconfident. That's 
what can happen to a young team. 
They can feel good about one or 
two wins. 
"I told our team we could lose 
the next 10. But we can win the 
next 10, too." 
campus Quarters w
 carry-out 
Sports Bar and Grill 
.home of the 
cheap 22 oz. draft 
$1.50 
any time,   any day 
Open DAILY 11:00 am 2:30am 
happy hour 11-9 
Mondays: 
250 drafts 5-9pm 100 wings 9- 12am 
Tuesdays: 
Greek Night 
Wednesdays: 
Import Night - all Imports $1.75 
Thursdays: 
Ladies Night - half price drinks 6-9pm 
Fridays: 
25* drafts 5-9pm $2 cover; 
Karaoke 9:30-l:30am 
Saturdays: 
Margaritas $1.00 Long Islands $2.00 
Sundays: 
Steak-n-eggs $6.49 1 l-4pm 
Bloody Marys$1.00 ll-4pm 
500 shots l-9pm 
buy one appetizer, get second half off 
—
 Saturday September 14th 
Tailgate Party 
(BGSU 1st home game vs. Temple) 
Bar Opens at 7am 
Breakfast Buffet & Bloody Marys/ 
Screwdrivers $1 until game time 
Aftergame   LOVE ZOMBIES  10pm-2am $2 cover 
If  you   could,   you  would 
Macintosh.  More  affordable  than  ever. 
With low student prices on Macintosh" computers, you can start doing whatever it is 
you want to do. And to make it even easier for you to purchase a Macintosh, apply 
for the Apple Computer Loan. So you can take home a Mac,' and you won't have 
to make a payment for 90 days." How do you get started? Just visit your campus 
computer store today and pick up a Mac. 
Leave  your mark. 
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Classified 
Ads 
372-6977 
PLACEMENT SCHEDULE 
Bowling Green Slate University 
Cf—f SfVK»l 
Campus Recru.tmenl Calendar 
Foe the weeks of: 
Saptao, iMfilhrouohOct 16. 1006 
Scheduling On-Camput Inlerviewa. 
Interview sign-ups lor the recruitng period 
SepL 30. 1996 through Oct 18. 1006. writ be- 
gin witfi Open Interview Sigrvup on Monday. 
September 16. 1006. at 5pm. Students who 
have received lerters of invitation (or Pre- 
selection Interviews may atari tigrvup on 
Wednesday, October 2. 1006. at 5 p.m. to 
select their reserved interview time Beginning 
at 5pm on Friday. October 3.1006. any regis- 
tered student and alumnus may access fie 
sign-up system lor General Signups of pre- 
selection only schedules. Please note: nor- 
mally pre-aelect'ed etudenta acceea all 
echedulee fk*l, however, due lo leteneae of 
companies receiving rssumes, open 
sehedutes are accessible first for this sign- 
up period. All interview schedules rsmsan on 
Ins unW two days prior to the organization's 
visit A message not available lor sign-ups in- 
dicates that a schedule is offline. In this in- 
stance, please call the office directly at 
372-2356 lo schedule an interview appoint 
Accessing the Placement System: 
1. Dal 372-9600. (You must be registered with 
Resume Expert Plus) 
(You will hear) If you wish to schedule an ap- 
pointment with a visiting employe*, press »he 1 
key. If you would like to hear Placement News. 
press the 2 key Press tie 3 key if you havs 
been pre-selected by an employer Press the 4 
key lo access the Alumni VP Service. Press 
the 5 key to hear your confirmed appointments. 
Press the star (') key to quit. 
2. Press i to schedule an interview or Press 3 
when you have been pre selected by an em- 
ployer 
3. Enter your Identification Number. (The num- 
ber you used on your Resume Expert Plus 
disk). 
4 Enter the seven-digit schedule number lor 
ins employer with whom you would like to 
schedule an interview (this number is located 
on the Campus Recruiting Calendar, to tie left 
of the position title.) 
It you have entered a valid number the system 
will play the message: 
You have selected (name of organization), if 
this is correct press the pound (#) key to con- 
tinue or the star (•) key to choose another or- 
ganization. 
The system will now verify that you meet the 
requirements, as specified by the employer. If 
you meet the requirements, you can proceed. 
Otherwise, (he system will play a massage 
which explains why you are unable to sign-up 
with the employer. Should you with to be con- 
sidered by this employer, add you name to Vis 
Waiting List and submit a copy of your Place- 
ment Data Sheet 
5. Press the l key for a morning interview, 
press the 2 key lor an afternoon interview, or 
press the 3 key for the next available time. 
(Press either 1.2 or 3) 
Once you have selected a time, then you may 
press the pound (0) key to accept the ome. or 
press the star (*) key to reject the time. When 
you press the pound (•) key. the system will 
play the message: An interview has been 
reserved for you at (time). Press the star (*) key 
■o schedule an interview with another organize- 
Don or the pound key to return lo start 
6 Repeat steps 4 and 5 to schedule additional 
■nterviews 
7. Bring a copy of your Placement Data Sheet 
on high quality resume paper within 40 hours 
lo fie Sign-up Room adjacent to the Career 
Services■ reception area 360 Saddlemire Stu- 
dent Services Bmldmg. Place your data sheet 
on the lop shelf ol the employer's mailbox 
Please take any available recruiting literature 
which was forwarded by the organization and 
review the employer's file in the Center tor Ca- 
reer Resources pnor to your interview Fsllure 
lo submit your Placement Data Sheet within 
40 hours msy result In your removal from 
the Inteview schedule wkhout notification. 
Please remember: if you are unable tor any 
reason to sign-up for an interview, you wiH be 
asked whether you wish to add your name to 
the Waiting List Students are encouraged to 
get on Waiting Lists. Should the employer send 
another recruiter or modify the posibon re- 
quirements (it. tower GPA requirements), you 
will be noshed directly tor an interview You 
rnuet also submit a Placement Dels Sheet 
for every Wafting List. 
Consult the Career Services' homepage 
(hnpi/rwww bgsu.edu/offices/careers/indsx 
html) or listen to Placement News (press 2) to 
keep informed of changes or additions to inter- 
view schedules, or other Career Services pro- 
grams. 
Cancellation of Interview Appolnt- 
mentsrCanceilation ol an interview must be re 
ported m person to the Career Services no 
later than Spm one week (7 fun days) before 
the interview day Complete a cancellation 
card m the Sign up Room of Career Services 
You can not cross your name off an interview 
schedule Late cancellations will result in fonei- 
ture of sign-up pnvileges tor the next recruiting 
period 
No Show Policy: No-shows are missed inter- 
view sppomtmenta. Employers become very 
upset when students miss the* scheduled ap- 
pointments which harms BGSU's reputation m 
the market place. The penalty for a no-show is 
immediate suspension of your sign-up privi- 
leges for the next recruiting period. To reinstate 
your sign-up privileges, you are required to 
write a letter of apotogy lo the employer tor 
missing the interview, bring this letter along 
with an addressed, stamped envelope, and 
meet with a staff member to expisin your be- 
havior. Any student who "no-shows" twice wil 
be denied mtervtewing privileges tor the re- 
mainder of the academic year. 
Notice of Citizenship Requirements: It an 
employer is willing to interview international 
students, this will be noted in the position re- 
quirements. 
Spotlight Presentations: Spotlight presen- 
tations offer valuable information about career 
paths, detailed position responsibilities and or- 
ganizational philosophy. All students schedul- 
ing interviews are strongly encourage to attend 
appropnate Spotlights. Please carefully noes 
oasts, times and locations of Spotlight presen- 
tations, as they may vary. Consult the Campus 
Recmtment Calendar for dates, times and loca- 
tions. 
Additional Placement Services: There are 
important services available to you at the Ca- 
reer Services. Please note that not an organi- 
zations and companies regularly recruit on col- 
lege campuses The list below generally re- 
flects the high demand areas m the world of 
work. Please do not become discouraged if 
your career field is not requested. Each day, 
the staff of Career Services refers registered 
students directly to employers who have posi- 
tions in a wide variety ot career fields We also 
assist you in conducting a fob search through 
the following services: career and placement 
counseling. VIP professional vacancy hotline, 
job search workshops, professional develop- 
ment seminars, career lairs and the Falcon Ca- 
reer Connection The Center for Career Re- 
sources contains a wealth of information about 
careers, employers and current tob vacancies 
inALLHelds 
YOU MUST SUBMIT A COPY OF YOUR 
LASER    PRINTED   PLACEMENT   DATA 
SHEET WITHIN 48 HOURS AFTER SIGNING 
UP. FAILURE TO COMPLY WTTH THIS POL- 
ICY MAY RESULT IN YOUR REMOVAL 
FROM THE INTERVIEW SCHEDULE. 
Thursday. 10/10/96 
ARTHUR ANDERSEN LLP 
6284-01-1 Staff Accountant 
Friday, 10/11/96 
CAMPBELL SOUP COMPANY 
6205-01-1 Financial Leadership Program 
Tuesday, 10/15/06 
FORD MOTOR CREDIT COMPANY 
6289-01-1 Customer Service Representatives 
CHAMPION    INTERNATIONAL    CORPORA- 
TION 
6200-02-1 Programmer 
DELOfTTE & TOUCHE/CLEVELAND 
6289-03-1 Accountant 
6289-03-2 CAS Consultant-Entry level scan 
consultant 
RICH'S/LAZARUS/GOLDSMITH'S 
628904-1 Sales Manager Trainee Program 
BANK ONE DAYON NA 
6289-05-1    Retail    Management   Associate 
Training Program 
6289-05-2   Commencial   Credit   Association 
Traning Program 
Wednesday, 10/16/06 
HILLS DEPARTMENT STORES 
6290-02-1 Eitecunve Trainee 
TIMKEN COMPANY 
6290-03-1 Programmer Analyst 
CAP GEMINI AMERICA 
6290-04-1 Programmer 
BUCKLE (THE) 
6290-05-1 Manager Trainee 
CALIBER LOGISTICS 
6290-08-1 Programmer Trainee 
MACOMB   INTERMEDIATE   SCHOOL   DIS- 
TRICT 
6290-09-1 Emotional-Impaired Teacher 
Thursday. 10/17/00 
ERNST A YOUNG LLF - ACCOUNTANTS 
6291-01-1 Accountants 
FASTENAL 
6291-02-1 Manager Trainee • todustnal 
Sales 
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANIES 
6291-03-1 Programmer Analyst 
6291-03-2 Accountant Trainee 
PULTE HOME CORP   GREAT LAKES RE- 
GION 
6291 04-1 2 Positions • Sales A 
Construction 
Friday, 10/10/96 
WALLACE COMPUTER SERVICES 
6292 02 1 Sales Representative 
BASS, INC 
629203-1 Entry Level Software Developers 
SHARED RESOURCES 
6292-04-1 Associate/Programmer Analyst 
NCR CORPORATION 
6292 05-1 Application Development 6' Tech- 
nology Consult 
6292-05-2 Purchasing A Material Management 
MARATHON OIL COMPANY 
6292-06-1 Marketing Representative 
PAUL REVERE INSURANCE GROUP 
6292-07-1 Sales Representative - Mentor Pro- 
gram 
INGERSOLL RAND COMPANY 
6292 06 1 Strategic Sources 
CLIFTON GUNDE RSON LTD. 
6292-09-1 Staff Accountant 
CAMPUS EVENTS 
NOW HIRING 
CUSTOMER SERVICE REPS 
(CASHIERS) 
FOOD SERVICE PERSONNEL 
for new store opening at 
1560 E. Wooster St, B.G. 
We Offer. 
• Competitive Pay 
• Great Benefits 
• Advancement Potential 
• Flexible Schedules 
• Student Incentive Bonus (up to $200.00 a Quarter) 
• Cashier Referral Bonus ($100.00) 
Apply In person: Mon.- Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m. 
1560 E. Wooster 
SuperAmerica 
A DIVISION OF ASHLAND OIL PROUD TO BE AN EQUAL 
OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
 t I  
All 80.1 FM WBGU DJ"e 
Staff meeting Tuesday. Sept. 17 
mSouih Hall room 10611 
Amve early and have a chance of 
winning breakfast in bod witi 
DanStuQman. 
ATTENTION ALL MEN INTERESTED 
IN FRATERNITY RUSHI 
Fraternity Rush begins Wed. Sept. 11th and 
Thura. Sept 1201 from 7 30-9 30pm It will con 
bnue on Tuet. SepL 17th and Wed. Sepi 10th 
at (he same time. 
Be a pan of BGSU tradition. Viait as many or as 
*ew houses as you want. rTs absolutely free. 
For more info contact the IFC office at 
372-2S46 
MEN'S    FRATERNITY    RUSH    MEN'S 
FRATERNITY RUSH 
Attention All Education Mafons 
BGSEA invites you to attend our first general 
meeting on Sept. 17 at 0pm m MacDonald 
Quad. Countryside Room. ?77's call 2-2943 
See you there* 
ATTENTION 
Honor* Student Association 
Frosh Rep Elections 
Tues .Sept 17.9pm 
Ashley Activity Lounge 
Gel involved1 
ATTN: OMICRON DELTA KAPPA 
Our first ODK meeting 
will be held Monday Sept. 16 
m 103 BA. See you there. 
Don I Miss 
"The Bird Cage" 
Tonight and tomorrow 6 and 11pm 
OLSC111 
Admission $2.00 
Fore more info, call 2-7164 
Sponsored by UAO 
Interested or studying Public Relations? 
PRSSA is holding its first meeting for the 
96-97 school year, Monday at 7pm m BA 117 
RUSHSIGEP 
RUSHSIGEP 
RUSHSIGEP 
Sailing Club 
Now is the ome to get away. 
Join the BGSU Sailing Team 
Neit meeting Wed. Sept. 18 
101 BA 7:30pm 
Any questions call Matt @ 2-1237 
Sailing Club 
SENIOR PICTURES 
Anyone graduating m December. May. or Au- 
gust cad now  to schedule an appointment 
3720006 
WHAT A GREAT CHRISTMAS GIFT 
FOR YOUR PARENTS 
Post Abortion Support Group 
tor women who have had an abortion. 
Caring and confidential. 
Call 354-4673 lor mformaoOn. 
BG Pregnancy Center 
STUDY ABROAD RETURNEES 
Come share your overseas experiences with 
other study abroad returnees on Saturday, 
September 14 from 10 a.m. - 1200 noon in 
1104 Offenhauer West. Call 2-0309 if you have 
questions  
USG"USG"USG"USG 
Organizations applications are now available m 
404 Student Services for organizational repre- 
sentatives on USG. 
USG"USG"USG'USG 
WBGU 00.1 FM: JAZZ DJS NEEDED 
Training preferred but not necessary. 
Call 352-6633 or 353-0077 
Welcome Back Parly 
Hey everybody* Good new* lor youl There is a 
Welcome Back Party open to everybody, es- 
pecially International Students. 
Things you would like to get: 
Free snacks A & nks. variety of music (you are 
welcome to bnng any music from your coun- 
try), dancing, get to know more fnends 
Organized & Sponsored by the 
World Student Association 
Place: 11 th Floor OOenhauer West 
Time: 0pm-12am Saturday. SepL 14 
LOST & FOUND 
FOUND: Female, yellow tiger cat. 
very fnendty. found near 5th St. 
Call 354-0140 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Birth Mother's Support Group 
For women who have placed or are 
considering placing a child for adoption 
CaN 354-4673 for informafton. 
 BG Pregnancy Center 
LOOKING FOR A HEALTHIER YOU 
call 372-9355 for more information 
about an 6-week weight management 
program on Tuesdays 3:30-5 00pm 
Starting at the end of September 
the small fee required is 
Bursarable' 
 Sign Up Today  
LONDON 
$215 
Paris 
Hong Kong 
Tokyo 
Costa Rica 
Mexico City 
(Was Mi S«X MBNofi GM>W tun <- * ****** «u* 
o*A».  I mi Op M3) MUX* ■Ma*  I*js» O> FKI VMK ■MB) U-S4S, rmmtmr. n. iw   in ■ ■ na — ■ —— »•>■ 
Council Travel 
National Reservation Center 
1-800-2-COUNCIL 
(1-800-226-8624) 
httprf/uxnc.cirir.J>rfi/traveLhtm 
EUROPASS FROM $210 
EURAILPASSES 
AVAILABLE.BY PMONI ! 
Pregnant? 
FrM pregnancy will Confidential and caring. 
354 4673 BG Prnonancy center.  
Single Mom's Support Group 
tor tingle mothers or those expecting 
and planning to parent. 
Can 354-4673 tor intormaton. 
BG Pregnancy Center 
SKYDtVE NOW IN BOWLING GREEN 
Student a group discounts. Visa ft MC accept- 
ed. 10 mins. Irom BGSU. 
SKYDIVE BG 352-5200 
PERSONALS 
■AOO'AGO'AQO'AOO- 
Aipha Gamma Delta wants to 
congratulate our Rho Chi's and 
Panhel member on a job well 
done> We are al proud of 
your hard work I 
'AaO-AOO-AOO'AOO' 
•Free 10 Good Home* A black cock-a-poo. 
male about 3 yrs. old. all shots, house broken. 
friendly. Call 372-7742 8-S. 
ATTENTION 
Honor* Student Association 
Frosh Rep Elections 
Tues.. Sepi. 17.9pm 
Ashley Activity Lounge 
Get involvedl 
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!! Grants 4 
scholarship* available from sponsors!!! No 
prepayments, everfll SSSCasri (or cot. 
leoom. For Into: 1-800-243-2433. 
ATTENTION SENIORS!! 
Reminder thai Homecoming King A Queen 
Applications are due Today by 3:00pm in the 
Office ol Student Acs vines. 3rd Fl Unkml 
For more information call 372-7164 
ATTN: OMICRON DELTA KAPPA 
Our first ODK meeting 
will be held Monday Sept 16 
<i 103 BA See you there 
Checkers 
Dart-Ban League 
Anyone interested m Dart-Ball 
please sign-up at Checkers. 
League begins first Tuesday in Oct. 
Did you know we do silk screening? 
Collegiate Connection 
531 Ridge Street 
(419)352 8333 
FREE FINANCIAL AID) 
Over 16 Billion in public and private sector 
grants and scholarships is now available. AH 
students are eligible regardless of grades, in- 
come or parent's income. Let us ,-ielp Call Stu- 
dent Financial Services: 1-600-6496 
e«l F55445  
HOUSEBOVNEEDED 
Alpha Ph. needs a Houseboy tor the 96-g7 
school year. Please call Lizzy @372 5806 a 
Juke @ 372-5409 il interested  
PHI MU PHI MU PHI MU 
COME EXPERIENCE PHI MU'S 
SISTERHOO0 AT OUR TAILGATE 
OPEN RUSH. MEET AT THE HOUSE 
AT 12:00.73 2-2750 
PLAN TO HAVE LOTS OF FUN AND 
YOUR FRIENDS 
PRESIDENTS 6 ADVISORS Of STUDENT 
ORGANIZATIONS - Mark your calendars for 
this yew's President & Advisors Reception on 
Wednesday, September 18 at 7:00pm m tie 
Community Suite of the Union. Get your group 
started on the 'right loot' and network with 
other organization leaders. For more informa- 
tion call the Studenl Life Office at 372 2843 
RUSH KAPPA SIGMA 
RUSH KAPPA SIGMA 
RUSH KAPPA SIGMA 
Rush Lambda Chi Alpha 
Tues 17th 7:30-9:30 Mardi Gras 
Come Celebrate Fat Tuesday our way 
Wed. 10-h 7 30-9 30 Card Night 
Win BIG with Lambda Chi Alpha 
RUSHSIGEP 
RUSHSIGEP 
RUSHSIGEP 
RUSH SK3 E P 
RUSHSIGEP 
RUSHSIGEP 
SENIOR PICTURES 
Anyone graduating m December, May, or Au- 
gust ca.'i now to schedule an appointment 
3728086 
WHAT A GREAT CHRISTMAS GIFT 
FOR YOUR PARENTS! 
Why deliver pizzas?? 
Find a job related to your major NOW' 
Freshman, Sophomores. & Juniors 
who are NEW to co-op: 
OOOP KICK-OFF 
Friday. Sept 20th, 3:30pm 
11701 scamp 
Questions? 372-2451 
OPEN 
"Suffering from OJ Withdraw!?" 
Get your fix by (Oining 
the USG Judicial Board' 
Interviews Sept. 17th and lath 
Call 372 2969 for details. 
WANTED 
1 female roommate, close lo campus, 
f 195 per mo. ♦ uM Only lii May. 
Call 354-4239 
1 female suWeaser needed Spring 1997. Own 
room Furnished apartment $260 mo. * elec- 
tric/phone. Quiet area, close lo campus. Call 
353-1387. 
1   non-smoking   female   subleaser   needed 
ASAP 
Own room. $250Vmo * electric 
Call 354-2263 
1 non-smoking female roommate needed near 
campus, $2l5/mo * uBI. M' May 97, Call 
353-2624/1037 
2 bedroom apartment to be subleased. 
Call 353-0511 after 5 pm 
FEMALE NON-SMOKING SUBLEASER 
S140VMO. 2 blocks from campus. Call Any 
354-2536 
WANTED: College students interested in food, 
fun, fitness, and facts to attend eight week nu- 
trition, health A fitness program Tuesdays 
3-30-5:00pm Starts end or September Call 
372 9355 for more information I TAKE A BITE 
AND ON THE MOVE FOR HEALTH AND JOY 
Fee matenals are bursar able 
HELP WANTED 
f1 Awesome Trips! Hundreds of Students 
Are Earning Free Spring Break Trips * 
Money! Sell S Trips A Go Free! Bahamas 
Crulee $279, Cancun 4 Jamaica 1399, Pan- 
ama Clly/Daylona $1191 
www.aprlngbraaktravel.com 
1-400-67843*6 
$1750 weekly possible 
mailing our circulars. 
For info, cal 301 -306-1207 
Chikjca/e needed in my Perryaburg FL Me*gs 
home. 24-30 hours/week for 3 young children 
Caring, dependable non-smoker   Must have 
own car. Excellent pay. References required. 
419-874-3641, leave message 
Cleaning Girl tor Residence 
5 hours 1 day a week. Apply only if you know 
how to dean A enjoy cleaning. $7 per hour. 
353-0721. 
College Students' $10.25 
Entry level openings, Ful A Ft time No experi- 
ence necessary. AH majors  Call now. Will fill 
quickly 419-661-0736  
Corner Carry-OufMaratnon Station 
Help Wanted. Flexible hrs. We offer $1 2Smr 
bonus for night and weekend hrs   Apply m 
store. 24010 Front St. Grand Rapids. OH   _ 
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING 
Earn up to $2000wmonth working on Cruise 
Ships or Land-Tour companies. World Travel. 
Seasonal A full-time employment available. No 
experince necessary. For more information 
caH 1 -206-971 3550 ext C5S447 
Earn cash Blurting •nvelopee et home. All 
materials provided. Send SASE to PO Box 
624. Ofathe.KS 66051. 
Get Paki Back for the pounds you lose New 
Metabolisn Breakthrough. Guaranteed results. 
Call (303) 661-0162 
Help Wanted 
Restaurant Cook for the Silver River 
Cafe m the Kreischer Oining Center 
Monday - Friday 4-9pm 
Must be a full Dme BGSU Student 
Contact Barb Ensman at 372-7936 
Light house-cleaning and or babysitter for 3 
school age children. Must have own tramp 
Call 3S2-0976a!ler 4:30. 
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING 
Poeilons   are   now  available  et   National 
Parka, Forests A Wildlife Preeerves. Excel- 
lent    Benellts    A    bonuses!    Call: 
1-206-971-3620 0X1^55446.  
Needed Babysitter lor 15 mo. old in my BG 
home References needed Call 352-1947. 
Office Assistant for an Adult Literacy Program. 
Musi be proficient in Windows *95 and Marco- 
soft Applications Position requires indv. who is 
a self-starter, well organized with strong com- 
munication and motivation skills Duties in- 
clude record keeping, contacting volunteers, 
answering phones, assembling mailings,creat- 
ing newsletters and flyers Ten hours per week 
$8.00 per hour. Send resume to: ABCO - Read 
251 N. Main St BG.OH 43402 No calls. 
Plastic Company needs part-time help packing 
toys. Work a minium of two-four hour fktxibe 
shifts per week, between Bam and Spm. $5.40 
per hour. Apply at Pinnacle Plastic Products. 
425 East Napoleon. Bowling Green 
Position open for pt. time waitress. Must be 
able to work evenings, off by Spm. Apply in 
person at Mclntyre's Family Restaurant 110 
W PoeRd behind Rally's 
SPRING BREAK! 
Earn cash! Highest Commissions 
Lowest Prices! Travel Free only 13 sales 
Free Into! Cal 1-800-426-7710 
WWW.SUNSPLASHTOURS.COM 
SUPPORTED LIVING PROVIDER Persons 
needed to provide direct care services to indi- 
viduals who have mental retarda- 
Don/developmental disabilities High School 
diploma or GED required Flexible schedule 
Salary range $7.25 - 12.97, based upon expe- 
rience. Application packets may be obtained al 
Wood Lane Administrative Services. Entrance 
B. 11160 Gypsy Lane Road, Bowling Green. 
Monday through Fnday. between 8:00am - 
r430pm.EOE  
TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK 
Make up to $25-$45 per hour teaching basic 
conversational English in Japan. Taiwan or S. 
Korea. No teaching background or Asian lan- 
guages required. For information call: 
(206)971-3570 ext. J55444 
TROPICAL RESORTS HIRING 
Entry level positions available worldwide (Ha- 
waii, Mexico. Carribean etc) Waitstaff. 
housekeepers. SCUBA dive leaders, fitness 
counselors and more. Call Resort Employment 
Services 1-206 971 3600 ext R55444 
FOR SALE 
'67 Ford Escort for sale 
needs some work, $650 
Call Kara at 372-3554 
1971 Cheveile Malibu Convertible 
Original condition. $4,500 call 352-0387 (days) 
or 352-9091 (eve) or can be seen anytime at 
Wright Tire & Auto ,089 N. Main St.  
1984 S10 Blazer 4x4. New exhaust, starter, 
brake pads, good cond $3200. OBO. 
353-7160  
1989 Hundai XL. Auto, 2 dr. hatchback. 
89K. stereo, runs great. $1400. 
Call 354-6192 
5 disc CD Player - Panasonic $100 OBO Call 
Bob® 3S3-S14S  
FENDER 6 STRING GUITAR. LIKE NEW 
CONDITION, NEW NICKEL TUNERS, YOU 
GET: BRAND NEW STRINGS. NEW STRAP 
CAPO. PICKS A LEMON OIL CLEANER. 
PAID OVER $200. SELL FOR $145! RAMSEY 
AT 372 1369  
Fender Squier Jazz Bass. 6 mo. old. barely 
played. $400 NEW, $300 or best offer. Cal 
353-2121 
FOR SALE: Brother Interfax 740M Faxma- 
chine Still in box..ACS System. 60 station 
memory, auto cutoff, copy machine, auto an- 
swer, adj. tint, extra paper. $700 obo. Call 
372-4146 ask for Dan. 
Full Size Loft 
3 ft off ground $45 
Call 352-5850 
Loft for Sale 
University Approved $40 
352-3907 
MOVING OUT 
For sale: ladies and men's bike, household ap- 
pliances, kitchen utensils Call 353 1739 after 
6pm. 
MOVING SALE @ 105 WATTS ST IN HAS- 
KINS, OH BEHIND GRAIN ELEVATOR SAT 
SEPT. 14TH8AMT06PM 
THE TIME TO PLAN FOR YOUR FUTURE IS 
NOW!! 
TAS.P. International is currently looking for 
hard working, motivated students to fill man- 
agement positions for the summer ol 1997. 
Positions are filled on a first come, first quali- 
fied basis m the following areas: all suburbs of 
Cleveland. Akron. Canton. Columbus. Dayion 
Youngstown. Cincinnati, and Toledo. H you are 
looking to build your resume, gain valuable ex- 
penence, and find out more about our man- 
agement program please call 1 800-543-3792 
Women's size 7 RoHerblades 
$75 or best offer 
CaH 352-5360 and leave a message 
FOR RENT 
Apartments tor rent 
2 bedroon furnished apartment. Close to cam- 
pus   Utilities included., Grad.  Students wel 
come 353-S074  
Roommate Needed Immediately 
tor 2 bedroom Apt. dose to campus 
Own room. $255rmonth. Pay electric only 
352-9408 
Rooms tor rent near campus. 
A/C etc , $150 - $250 per month. 
Call Bob 353-4512 
Winthrop Terrace Apartments 
2 bedroom apartments still available, gas in- 
cluded, limited number Call 352-9135 
10% Student Discount on Donated 
Goods with Valid College ID 
Good selection of Clothing, Furniture, 
and Household Items 
Goodwill Retail Store 
1058 N. Main 
Hours: Mon-Sat: 9-9 
Sunday: 12-5 
NAME THREE BUSINESSES YOU SEND YOLR RESPONSES TO r.o. aox 143, 
HERE ON CAMPUS WOULD LIKE TO SEE IN ONE OF 
OUR FUTURE MAILERS. 
1. 
2 
direct bargain 
3. M 
Marketing 
Which businesses below would benefttyou? 
1  Q Auto Repair -J Florists Q Pet Stores               | 
•   LI Auto Wash 
U Carpet Cleaning 
Q Frame Stores O Pharmacies 
-1 Hair Salons -1 Photo Processing 
|   Q Catering -1 Hardware Stores □ Podiatrist                1 
Q Chiropractors -J Health/Vitamins Q Postal Centers 
1   □ Clothing -J Insurance LI Restaurants               | 
I   Q Dentists -J Jewelry Q Tanning Salons 
□ Dry Cleaners D Loans/Monages □ TV Repair               1 
1  Q Eye Care -J Meat Stores -J Veterinarian            i 
G Fitness Centers □ Nail Salons □  Video Stores 
WUUUWWUUWWUUWWUUUUUwguuvuuuuuyi 
Seniors-it's time to get your pictures taken! 
Call 1-800-969-1338 for an appointment. 
^**^"^"^"^"^"^~^"^~^~-^^^ 
Type O Negative 
shows progress 
Aaron Weisbrod 
The BG News 
On Type O Negative's 1993 
release, "Bloody Kisses," Peter 
Steele and company turned to the 
angriest, darkest and most de- 
pressed parts of their souls for 
lyrical and musical inspiration. 
The result was two hit singles 
("Black No. 1" and "Christian 
Woman"), a Gold record and 
opening slots for bands that 
ranged from Nine Inch Nails to 
Danzig to Queensryche to Pan- 
tera. 
After a year and a half of al- 
most solid touring, however, 
Type O Negative returned to the 
studio to begin work on what 
would soon become the band's 
fourth release. 
Obviously the Brooklyn-based 
quartet could have turned back 
to the same inspirational formula 
that they used on their last 
album, but instead Type O Nega- 
tive drew upon slightly different 
inspirations for "October Rust." 
In a recent phone interview, 
Type 0 Negative's resident 
drummer Johnny Kelly ex- 
plained that "Black Sabbath and 
The Beatles ... And a lot of sixties 
pop" largely influenced the 
band's direction on their latest 
release. 
"Our age was showing a bit on 
this album," he quipped. 
When discussing the new 
album's slightly different sound 
(see the "October Rust" CD re- 
view in this issue for more details 
on the album itself) Kelly admit- 
ted it indisputably was an unex- 
pected change in technique for 
the band. "When Peter [Steele] 
was coming up with ideas for 
songs and bringing them to us we 
were kind of surprised in the be- 
gining because it was stuff that 
we really weren't familiar with 
either, and we had to get in the 
same frame of mind as to where 
the influences were being drawn 
from," Kelly said. "It was cer- 
tainly different enough from 
'Bloody Kisses," and especially 
the first album 'Slow, Deep, and 
Hard.' At first we were like, 
'Wow, this is pretty weird,' but 
then we unanimously decided 
that it was an interesting direc- 
tion to pursue." 
Literally right after leaving the 
studio upon completion of "Oc- 
tober Rust" Type 0 Negative 
went on the road, opening for 
none other than Ozzy Osbourne, 
in a six-week touring stint. 
"At first you become a little 
taken back by it, maybe it seems 
like there's a little more pressure 
See Negative, page ten. 
'October Rust' contains 
heavy 1960's influence 
Aaron Weisbrod 
The BC News 
The first time I played "Oc- 
tober Rust," I wasn't quite sure 
what to think of Type O Nega- 
tive's latest offering. 
Sure, the album still contained 
the inhumanly deep vampire- 
esque voice of Peter Steele 
crooning out lyrics that released 
the tortured contents of his 
hopelessly romantic heart, but 
upon my first listen to the CD I 
fell under the impression that all 
the money Mr. Steele and com- 
pamy made from their previous 
gold record "Bloody Kisses" had 
dulled the angry edge I found so 
appealing in the aforementioned 
metal/power/gothic opus. 
Never one to giv; up hope, 
however, I gave the di.ic a second 
listen. After all, in the band's 
biography Peter Steeli; claimed 
that "each time you listen to the 
• album you're going to hear some- 
thing else." 
Yet again, the six-foot-six 
Brooklyn native was correct. 
Upon my first listen to the 
album I had failed to pick up on 
the small but important intrica- 
cies that served to push this disc 
over the edge of "pretty decent" 
and into the domain of "rela- 
tively ass-kicking." 
As I continued to listen to "Oc- 
tober Rust" I began to more 
firmly recognize the trademark 
lyrics of anger, love, lust, de- 
pression and death that were just 
as present on this album as they 
were on Type O Negative's other 
three releases. Here they are just 
more subtle and, dare I say it, 
tenderly romantic. 
Mind you that while many of 
Type O Negative's songs do tend 
to border on the gothic side of 
things, please don't fall under the 
misconception that "October 
Rust" is nothing more than a 
73-minute-long disc that churns 
out monotonous, brooding and 
boring vocals and about mono- 
tonous, brooding and boring top- 
ics. 
Songs like "Wolf Moon," "Red 
Water (Christmas Mourning)" 
and the poppish radio single "My 
Girlfriend's Girlfriend" are all 
strong and rocking songs, while 
tracks like "Green Man" and "In 
Praise of Bacchus" manage to 
wonderfully blend the trademark 
power and passion of Type O 
Negative. 
Oh yeah, this album also con- 
tains a cover of the Neil Young 
classic "Cinnamon Girl." 
Much like on Type O Nega- 
tive's previous albums, most of 
the songs on the disc clock in at 
at least six to seven minutes, so 
don't pick this disc up expecting 
some light listening. 
Pick this disc up expecting to 
hear a structurally complex 
album that flows with a beautiful, 
romantic, yet slightly remorse- 
ful, amount of ease. 
"October Rust" is another solid 
contribution from the Type <> 
Negative camp. If you didn't like 
them before, you probably won't 
like them now. If you've enjoyed 
their previous albums, however, 
then you'll probably dig tliis one, 
too. 
But if you're one of those few 
people out there who hasn't taken 
the time to check out Type O 
Negative yet, now's probably the 
perfect time to do so. 
'Bulletproof dream team 
Is a big disappointment 
Scott Shrlner 
The BC News 
Damon Wayans and Adam 
Sandier together in a movie 
doesn't sound like a bad idea at 
all. Best known for their antics 
on "In Living Colour" and "Sa- 
turday Night Live," respective- 
ly, the two comedians would 
seem to be a "dream team" for 
a funny action comedy. 
The problem is, though, that 
"Bulletproof" is not very 
funny. The movie can't decide 
whether it wants us to laugh or 
to actually take its story seri- 
ously. So it ends up not doing 
either very often. 
Wayans plays Rock Keats, an 
undercover cop who has gotten 
friendly with a small-time 
criminal, Archie Moses (San- 
dier). Archie trusts Keats 
enough to bring him in on a big 
drug deal, but his trust back- 
fires on him when Keats 
reveals his true identity and 
arrests him. 
The rest of the film focuses 
on the former friends' journey 
to California, where Archie is 
to testify against his former 
dniglord boss who disowned 
him after the deal went awry 
(The drug king pin, incidently, 
is played by James Caan ("The 
Godfather"), who is much too 
good of an actor to be playing a 
plastic villain like this). 
None of this comes off as 
particularly interesting or o- 
riginal, and the subsequent ob- 
ligatory action scenes are noth- 
ing to get excited about, either. 
Anyone who knows this "Lethal 
Wcapon"-type genre will rec- 
ognize most of the plot devices 
used here. In fact, the final 
shoot-out scene is shamelessly 
lifted straight from "Beverly 
Hills Cop," which was a pretty 
cliched movie itself. 
Basically there aren't any 
surprises in the story depart- 
ment. 
The one fresh element that 
"Bulletproof" should have tak- 
en advantage of was the pres- 
ence of Sandier and Wayans. 
Both of them are talented 
enough comedians that they 
could have saved this movie by 
doing what they do best. 
Sadly, they don't do what 
they do best. Wayans seems 
pretty bored the whole time, 
showing very little of his usual 
energy, whether it be comic or 
not. Sandier spends much of 
the movie yelling at Wayans at 
the top of his lungs. "How 
could you DO this to me'!" he 
shouts at least 10 times, still 
brooding over the fact that his 
friend turned out to be a cop. 
This gets old very fast. 
There are a couple of pretty 
funny sequences, including a 
bit where Sandier, in the 
shower, belts out "I Will Al- 
ways Love You" in his trade- 
mark squeaky style. But the 
good laughs are so few and far 
between that they almost seem 
out of place in this otherwise 
dreary and predictable movie. 
Also, the relationship be- 
tween Wayans and Sandier, a 
central element to the movie, 
seems fairly contrived and 
forced. Neither of the charac- 
ters ever come across as peo- 
ple to seriously care about. 
There are a few scattered 
parts where Sandler's charac- 
ter almost seems like a real 
person, but these moments are 
overshadowed by inappro- 
priate (and unsuccessful) at- 
tempts to be funny. Maybe if a 
decision had been made some- 
where to make Sandler's Ar- 
chie either strictly for laughs 
or as an actual, believable 
character, it might have been 
more interesting. But that's not 
the case. To quote Sandler's 
character, "There's a lot of 
gray area there." 
That's the main roadblock 
that "Bulletproof" stumbles 
over, in general. It can't make 
up its mind. Does it want to be 
a comedy or an action film? It 
doesn't matter, really, because 
it doesn't do either very well. 
Fans of these guys would be 
much better off with silly stuff 
like "Billy Madison" or "Major 
Payne." At least there, they get 
to strut their stuff. 
"Bulletproof is noi • showing 
at Woodland Mall Cinemas. 
Welcome to 'firef issue of Back Pages 
Well>nu- to what we here at The 
BG News are considering the 
first ever Installment of "The 
Back Pages!" 
I'm sure some of you out there 
are thinking to yourselves "Wait 
a minute, didn't an installment of 
'The Back Pages' run last week?" 
Well, technically there was a 
section of the paper called "The 
Back Pages" last Friday, but 
most parties involved (myself in- 
cluded) felt that it wasn't a fair 
representation of this campus, 
nor what we wanted "The Back 
Pages" to stand for... So let's just 
pretend it didn't happen, OK? 
Thanks. To make a long story 
short, "The Back Pages" is 
pretty much the love child of last 
year's entertainment magazine 
"Weekend Reality." As some of 
you out there are aware, last 
Spring marked the final semes- 
ter of the popular publication due 
to a number of reasons too nu- 
merous to list right now. 
Well, nobody on campus (again, 
myself included) wanted to see 
The News go without an enter- 
tainment section every Friday, so 
some of the big-wigs got together 
with some of us here at The News 
(yet again, myself included), and 
the resulting product is the one 
h 
that you're currently holding in 
your hot little hands. 
Basically we're going to be 
ccvering local/rcgional/national 
music, movies, plays, the bar 
scene and anything else that we 
think you guys and gals out there 
will enjoy reading. 
We're also looking for people 
who would be interested In writ- 
ing stories on such topics. If this 
sounds like something you might 
like to do, drop me a line at 210 
West Hall or a a r - 
onw@bgnct.bgsu.edu. We'd love 
to have you aboard! 
Wow... now that was zealous. 
This week we've got articles on 
the new movie "Bulletproof" (a 
movie I liked but Scott didn't), as 
well stuff on Type O Negative 
(after all, it is Friday the 13), 
White Zombie and Bill Monroe, 
the now deceased creator of 
blucgrass. 
I'm pretty new to all of this edi- 
tor stuff, so don't be shy about 
dropping me a line to give us 
your comments. 
As Beavis and Butt-head can 
tell you, all reader mail is greatly 
appreciated and handled with the 
utmost respect... 
- Aaron Weisbrod 
V 
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Rollins 'dumps' on 
everything in book 
PHILADELPHIA - Racism. 
Sexism. Street violence. Drug 
abuse. The hedonistic, heart- 
less, apathetic America of the 
1990s. 
Everything annoys author- 
rocker Henry Rollins. And that 
everything makes up a chapter 
of his latest book, "Eye 
Scream." 
Rollins calls the chapter 
"Everything" a section "where 
I could just dump." And dump 
he does. 
"It's one long ,-xhale," he 
says. "It's basically just my 
disgust and fear of what this 
country is. It's an amazing 
place, but at the same time, it's 
the scariest place I've evei 
been. 
"It's an intense culture w« 
live in, and it's so crass - it'.- 
nightmarish, it's vulgar. That's 
what the book was trying to gei 
across - it is burning and we'r« 
all playing violin." 
Rollins reads the chapters 
"Everything" and "Nothing" 
on a CD "audio book"; some 
sections are backed by the dis- 
sonant, erratic jazz of Rashied 
All (on drums) and Charles 
Gayle (on saxophone, violin, 
and piano). Rollins has known 
Gayle for some time; he plays 
on an upcoming Rollins Band 
album and has played live with 
them. And Gayle is doing his 
own album for Rollins' label, 
2.13.61 Records. 
"These guys play a pretty 
aggressive, troubled kind of 
music, which I think really fits 
the mood of that piece," Rollins 
said. "That's the jazz that in- 
terests me very much." 
Many sections of the book 
deal with relationships; the 
first, "Mekanik," examines 
"the hypocrisy of morality and 
the nuts and bolts of sexual 
mechanics," Rollins said. 
"(It's saying) 'I'm the embo- 
diment of all that stuff that at 
parties you say you're not into, 
but when you're alone, you 
do,'" he said. "I don't necessar- 
ily believe or support all the 
opinions in that section, but the 
goal was to play devil's advo- 
cate." 
Rollins, 35, is at turns violent 
and macho and tender and vul- 
nerable. He is also at times 
very funny. 
"I have that macho side be- 
cause I enjoy it," he said. "I 
think men should have it ... 
without being intimidating and 
date-raping and all that stuff. I 
have some sensitivity because 
I'm not stupid. I'm aware of my 
emotions." 
Rollins has strong opinions 
about the defilement of wom- 
en, but admits that women in 
general baffle him. In one 
scene in the chapter "Suffoca- 
tion and Solitude," he de- 
scribes a stripper who fellates 
a gun as part of her act; she 
then blows her brains out with 
the weapon. He calls strip bars 
boring and depressing. 
"To me, it sets women back 
and it weakens men," he said. 
Rollins spares no vitriol for 
drunks and drug abusers; Rol- 
lins said chemicals were never 
a temptation for him. 
"I've always thought that al- 
cohol, drugs, and tobacco were 
a government ploy to keep 
people mediocre, in harness, 
and shutting up and going to 
work at Pizza Hut daily," he 
said. 
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This Saturday 
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and more1 
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Bluegrass legend dies 
The Associated 
NASHVILLE - Bill Monroe, 
who combined fast-picking man- 
dolin, banjo and guitar with a 
"high lonesome" singing style to 
create the distinctly American 
sound known as bluegrass, died 
Monday. He was 84. 
The Father of Bluegrass died 
at a hospice in Springfield, just 
north of country music's capital, 
after suffering a stroke earlier 
this year. 
Monroe influenced bluegrass 
legends like Lester Flatt and Earl 
Scruggs, as well as newer stars 
such as Ricky Skaggs and Alison 
Krauss. 
"There's probably nobody real- 
ly on the face of the Earth that 
ever influenced more music than 
Bill Monroe," Skaggs said. "In all 
of history, he's the biggest single 
influence in country music. And 
he didn't just influence country 
music, he influenced music in 
general." 
Scruggs, who started his ca- 
reer in Monroe's band, recalled 
those days as "a wonderful 
time." 
"It was a band that really fit 
together. We seemed to work off 
each other's energy," he said. "It 
was a new sound for that day and 
time, and it's one that he's kept 
ever since." 
Monroe's son, James, checked 
on him last week before heading 
for the annual bluegrass festival 
Monroe started at his Indiana 
campground, Bean Blossom, and 
learned of his father's death 
Monday after he arrived home. 
"He looked pretty good, but 
evidently his heart gave out," 
James Monroe said. 
Monroe's best known song was 
"Blue Moon of Kentucky," which 
he wrote in 1946 and which Elvis 
Presley also recorded in 1954 on 
his way to stardom. Other re- 
cords included "Kentucky 
Waltz," :'Mule Skinner Blues," 
"Pike County Breakdown" and 
"A Letter From My Darling." 
As a singer, songwriter and in- 
strumentalist, Monroe was a 
headliner around the world and 
was honored at the White House. 
He sold more than SO million re- 
cords and remained active well 
into his 80s, despite bouts with 
cancer, pneumonia and heart 
trouble. 
"I love to play music and hear 
it," he told The Associated Press 
in 1989. "I love to put the sounds 
and notes in there that I want to 
hear. I want to do the best I can 
for my friends and fans sitting 
out there in the audience." 
Bluegrass music relies heavily 
on banjos, mandolins, acoustic 
guitars and fiddles, with light- 
ning-fast picking and a yodeling 
vocal style. It gets its name from 
Monroe's band, the Blue Grass 
Boys, and the grass of his native 
Kentucky. 
Monroe could play most of the 
string instruments but was best 
known as a mandolinist. While 
performing, he nearly always 
wore a coat and tie, with a white 
cowboy hat crowning his silver 
hair. 
In the 1940s, he hired Flan and 
Scruggs - Flatt on guitar, 
Scruggs on banjo - and they be- 
came two of the most acclaimed 
musicians in bluegrass history. 
Monroe, a proud man, was said to 
have refused to speak to the pair 
for more than 20 years after they 
left him in the late '40s. 
Monroe was elected to the 
Country Music Hall of Fame in 
1970. He played on the Grand Ole 
Opry from 1939 throughout his 
career. He won the National Me- 
dal of the Arts in 1995. 
Monroe was born near Rosine, 
known as the Hall of Fame and 
Uncle Pen Day Festival. 
He performed for several 
years with his brothers Birch and 
Charlie before he and Charlie 
had an early hit in 1936 with 
"What Would You Give (In 
Exchange for Your Soul)." After 
the two split in 1938, Charlie 
went on to form his own success- 
ful band, the Kentucky Pardners. 
Monroe lived on a 288-acre 
spread in Goodlettsville, Tenn., 
just north of Nashville, when he 
wasn't on one of his almost inces- 
sant tours. 
"Bluegrass has brought more 
people together and made more 
friends than any music in the 
world," Monroe said In 1978. 
"You meet people at festivals and 
renew acquaintances year after 
year." 
Survivors include his son and 
one grandson. A daughter, Mel- 
issa, died in 1990. 
Visitation is scheduled Tues- 
day at Madison Funeral Home 
and Wednesday at The Ryman 
Auditorium, former home of the 
Grand Ole Opry. Funeral ser- 
vices will be held at the Ryman at 
10 a.m. Wednesday and at 2 p.m. 
Thursday at Rosine Methodist 
Church in Monroe's Kentucky 
hometown. Burial will be in Ro- 
sine Cemetery. 
Ky., the youngest of eight chil- 
dren. He learned to play after he 
was orphaned at 11 and taken in 
by his uncle Pendleton Vandiver, 
a talented fiddler. In tribute, 
Monroe wrote one of his biggest 
hits, "Uncle Pen," and founded 
the annual bluegrass gathering 
Parly schools named 
Check Out the HUGE Selection of Wax from Baseball to Hockey 
The Best in the Area! 
•4 
The Associated Press 
TALLAHASSEE, Fla ~ Go, 
Seminoles! Florida State Univer- 
sity is No. 1 ~ in partying. 
FSU was named the top-ranked 
party school nationwide in the 
latest Princeton Review's "Ad- 
vantage Guide to the Best 310 
Colleges." 
It dethroned three-time cham- 
pion University of Rhode Island, 
which banned alcohol on campus 
last year. George Washington 
University  in  Washington   was 
Negative -     
Continued from page nine. 
because of the impact Black Sab- 
bath had on us as individuals. 
[Black Sabbath]  was the   first 
No. 2 and arch-rival University 
of Florida came in third. 
"Oh that's good," said Tom 
Guillot, a 22-year-old junior at 
FSU. "We beat 'em again. We 
beat 'em in everything." 
Florida State was ranked 
fourth in partying in the guide's 
first edition in 1993 and then 
came in second three years in a 
row behind Rhode Island. This is 
the first year it's in first place. 
So, does that mean the Sem- 
inoles are last in academics? 
"If you read the whole thing, 
it's really not all bad," said FSU 
President Sandy D'Alemberte, 
noting the nice things the guide 
says about the friendly atmos- 
phere, good climate and "bar- 
gain-basement" tuition. 
The Princeton Review, the 
New Jersey-based company that 
provides test preparation classes 
and is not affiliated with Prince- 
ton University, publishes the an- 
nual guide to colleges for high 
school seniors. 
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XING 
will be at 
Gamer's 
Fri. and Sat. 
WEDNESDAY 
LOUD* 
LOCAL 
8 METAL NIGHT! 
concert Josh [Silver] and Peter 
went to as kids ... but after about 
two weeks we were like, 'OK, we 
have our work to do. We're not 
here to be a bunch of groupies in 
a bus following around the 
band,'" Kelly said. 
Now that their touring stint 
with Ozzy is over with. Type O 
Negative will be headlining an 
eight-week U.S. tour with Life of 
Agony and a rotation of other 
bands that includes Prong, Fear 
Factory, Manhole, Stuck Mojo, 
and possibly even Republica. 
Type O Negative's closest she- 
duled appearance as of this print- 
ing will be taking place at Har- 
po's in Detroit on Saturday, Sep- 
tember 21. 
: I0VEZOMBIES 
\ CD RELEASE PARTY 
\Wl  COME HEAR OUR NEW CD 
BUY  A   CD   AND   GET   A   FREE 
>    I'lXIE    STICK! 
ormnxmtTwm 
Bands start at 4:00pm 
Gates open at 10:00am 
Rain or Shins 
HJQJSES: campsite, grfl sites, witer, (estrooms 
and 100 acres of rolling mountain hills. Horeebecs 
riding available. Parting courtesy at Soring Valley 
Ranch. $Ut >■*« ap»reclalsi-) 
1-90 MM to Exit I In PA. Go right on Rl 8. Come to Rt. 
89 and go south. 1-2 mile» veer left staying on Rt 89. 
At blinking light go left on Rt 6. Appi. 20 mites on 
the right- Spring Valley Ranch. 
ExiJ8 1-90 
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'New' Zombie 
contrasts old 
Blake Parkins                  violins and marimba. 
The BC News                          "^e  orchestra  provides  a 
very deep and rich sound to 
If  you  are a  psychoholic      most of the songs, but it's the 
White Zombie fan, you may      "strong rhythmic drive" that I 
have been awaiting the release      find   too   constricting   and 
of their latest album, "Super-       robotic. It makes you want to 
sexy Swlngin" Sounds," a disc      break-dance and go into con- 
that contains remixes of pre-      vulsions. 
viously released tracks from          The    monotone   techno 
Astro Creep 2000.                            rhythm is undoubtedly better 
The foldout artwork is a col-      suited for dancing than listen- 
lage of women  in revealing      ing. Most White Zombie fans 
apparel that look like they just      wouldn't be caught dead in the 
stepped off of a James Bond      dance clubs that would play 
set. The models pose provoca-      these cuts, however. I think 
tively in hammocks and 60s      that Zombie is trying to appeal 
backdrops - a sharp contrast      to a wider range of listeners 
to  the  21st   century  techno      who they may have ostracized 
beats that comprise most of      in the past, 
the cuts. 
The   insert   describes   the         If   you   like   techno/dance 
remix album as "Intricate ar-      music, there is a good chance 
rangements   and   a   strong      that  this music will fit into 
rhythmic drive [to) create a      your collection nicely. If you 
fresh experience for today's      are a traditional Zombie fan 
sophisticated listener."                   however, I suggest you listen 
The album also utilizes a full      to the album before you drop 
orchestra that includes wood-      $15  for music that has few 
winds,  trumpets,  trombones,      remnants of the former Zom- 
full   rhythm   section,  violas,      bie pieces. 
Evolotto has heavy groove 
Aaron Welsbrod 
The BC News 
"Well, we hooked up back in 
the spring of 1992 and did some 
all-ages local shows with Scott 
Kramer of Yesteryear ... But we 
became Evolotto in the Spring of 
1994." Reminisced Schmid, the 
lead screecher and bass player of 
the Bowling Green-based power 
trio Evolotto. 
Schmid, along with bandmates 
Chris Sobb (guitar) and Ben 
Bomlitz (drums), creates a sound 
that Schmid describes as a 
"hardcore psychedelic groove." 
"I think of it as a cross between 
Tool and Cream, or something 
like that." Schmid furthered. 
The band's sound has also be 
compared to Korn, The Melvins, 
Big Black and Unsane by past 
listeners. 
Although the band has per- 
formed a number of gigs outside 
of Northwest Ohio, Evolotto has 
always concentrated on perform- 
ing in this area, and consequently 
one of their biggest shows to date 
will be taking place at The Asy- 
lum in Toledo on September 20 
when they open for PORN 
FLAKES. 
"We've got a lot to prove right 
now." Commented Schmid with 
more than a hint of anticipation 
in his voice. 
"It's not too often that a Bowl- 
ing Green band gets to play on 
[The Asylum's] mainstage, and 
we're doing it on a Friday night 
with PORN FLAKES, a band that 
just got off the 'Vans [skate- 
boarding shoe] Wharped Tour'" 
(a national traveling concert 
which featured 'underground' 
bands as well as skateboarding 
and dirt-bike exhibitions). 
When asked how it felt to be 
personally invited to open for 
PORN FLAKES, Schmid dis- 
played even more excitement. 
"They're getting pretty big ... 
and they seem to like us enough 
to have us play with them at a big 
show in their hometown..." 
Evolotto is especially excited 
"It's not too often 
that a Bowling Green 
band gets to play on 
[The Asylum's] 
mainstage, and we're 
doing it on a Friday 
night with PORN 
FLAKES, a band that 
just got off the 'Vans 
[skateboarding shoe] 
Wharped Tour.'" 
Schmid 
singer and bass player 
about the September 20 show be- 
cause they'll be debuting an al- 
most entirely new set and possi- 
bly may release an audio record- 
ing of their performance at the 
show  if  all  goes  according to 
plan. 
Some of Schmid's personal 
favorite new songs include "Long 
Goodbyes," "Real Men Drink 
Malt Liquor Forties," "Face- 
tious" (a fast paced, angry, hard- 
core/rap song sung in alternat- 
ing lyrics by both Schmid and 
Bomlitz) and "Two Cells Short of 
My Freak" (a song sung entirely 
by Bomblitz). 
"Ben's a great singer, a great 
songwriter and a great drummer 
..." Schmid explained. 
Along with their September 20 
show opening for PORN FLAKES 
and Hogscraper (from Cinncin- 
ati) at The Asylum in Toledo, 
Evolotto will also be playing at 
Whit's End in Toledo on Septem- 
ber IS with the Amphetamine 
Reptile Recording artists Ham- 
merhead, as well as at the Aer- 
otech Benefit Concert at How- 
ard's Club H September 19 with 
State of Green, Jinkies and 
Choke Sympathy, 
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Friday & Saturday 
Pool     -Video Games    •Electronic Darts   •Pinball 
Toby's Party Oasis 
(State Liquor Agency) 
1070 N. Main, 353-1551 
10 a.m. -9 p.m. Mon.-Sat 
Fine wines     Beer 
Spirits Pop 
Mixes Party Supplies 
"meeting all your *'- 
party needs I" 
In Rain, Sleet, or 
Snow The B.G. News 
Is There For You 
KARAOKE 
BE THE STAR YOU ARE 
LASER LINDA 
Checkers Pub -every Sun.Tues., and Wed. 
9pm -1am 
College Station- every Thursday 9pm-lam 
Campus Quarters (formerly M.T.Muggs) 
every Friday starting Sept.6 
9:30pm-1:30 am 
RON'S LASER KARAOKE 
MAKE A STATEMENT 
WITHOUT ALL THAT  HIGH-STEPPING. 
NIKE 
FACTORY 
STORE 
AUTHENTIC 
AT 
PRICES. 
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SC Major Ltsgut Baseball: Angels at Indians Players Cycling World Cup Hockey ChanEtonshrpGarrie?   reams to Be Announced. Tonite Indians Maior League Baseball Oakland Ameiics at Cleveland Indians (Live) More and Les Levine Pro Players Report 8mbs« 
SCIFI Amazing Spider-Man 
USA Wanted      Top Cope 
Hitchcock   parkside     Swamp Secret ID     Buck Roger: 
live With the People's Court. Love Connection & the Big Date 
Incredible Hulk 
Wanted     [Top Cops 
Bionic Woman Si> Million Dollar Man Fri. the 13th Series 
Wings.::        Wings." Renegade |ln Stereo) 3£ Highlander The Series 
Fn. the 13th Series 
Renegade (in Stereo} 31 
Fri the 13th Series Fn. the 13th Series Fn. the 13lh Series 
Friday the tjW Parr Vlli Jason Takes Wanharan' Big Easy (In Sleroo) X 
SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 14,1996 
5 AM 5: Ml 6 AM (.:.<(! 7 AM 7:30 SAM 8:30 '(AM <):M) 1(1 AM 10:3(1 1 I AM 11:30 
ffi 
O 
© 
fH 
© 
© 
_5B_ 
© 
3 00) Home Shopping Spree To Be Announced 
Animal Adventures 
NBC News Nigrits.il,: 
(Oft Air) 
Paid Program Paid Program 
Used Cor-: Nick New-. 
To Be Announced 
U.S. Farm Report 
uMtfMonMM 
Agricountry Headline News 
News lor Kids Animal Adventures 
NensI  
Winnelhe Pooh [New Doug Mighty Ducks !■ Street Sharks V. 
Today   I 
(Oil Air) 
(Oil Air) 
4 30) Movie: •• HsFignng Blood "119351 
Paid Program Straight Talk. '■■ 
Paid Program 
Iron Man hSvrec 
To Be Announced 
CABLE   STATIONS 
ESPN 
HBO 
Paid Program 
Auto Racing 
Paid Program 
For My People 
Paid Program 
KirJsongs ■ in Siereo] 
Fentutk I MM 
Dynamo Duck 
Speedweefcit- R.icchorse Digest •■ 
it 40) Movie: «••  0«fSe»er(i987 D-amai James Woods 'R'JE 
Paid Program 
GJ. Joe: Eitreme 
Monty Python 
Michigan 
Shining Time Station 
3moB3bics   ■ 
Pigasso's Place 
Spoflscentff P 
To Be Announced 
Whose Line? 
Collector Cars 
Barney & Friends '• 
Science Guy (Sing Me a Story 1 
CBearandJamalC 
C-Bear and Jamal '" 
I Parenting Works! 
Computer Chron.cles |John Stobart 
PuHie Place -■ [Lamb Chop 
big Bad Beetleborgs iCasper !■ 
Dynamo Duck [Cartoon Clas 
Big Bad Bevtlebo'gs   Caspc 
SpMti Mai 
■Animal Adventures 
1    Sptder-Man £ 
Zoo Today 
Bugs & Tweely 
Saved by Bell 
Joy ol Painting 
Ninja Turtles 
Bugs & Tweely 
Hang Time (In Stereo) Saved by Bell 
Grilling 
Race lo Save the Planet fin Stereo) X 
Goosebumps A 
Midwest Outdoors 
Goosebumps (E 
Lite With Louie R 
Lie With Louie 1 
Bailey Kipper 
Bone Chillers K 
(SecrelsotCrypt 
Gargoyles-Goliath 
(California Dreams ? 
Prudhomme's Fiery 
Trailside. Adventure 
X-Men (In Stereo) ¥. 
Outdoors 
X-Men (In Stereo) iX 
Marcia Adams 
Naturescene 
Tick (In Stereo) X 
Car Show 
Tick (In Stereo) X 
Ultimate Outdoors American Hunter 
Movie   ..'.*.:'::/>.:".,    '.>■■->:— ■ ■:,   '■'.   - •;.: M,II gan   PC Neverending Story'<■ 
Movie: ** "Abboh j^dCo^e/toiPiWFbve^tex^"il950. Comedy) 
Back Country 
Happily Ever After 
American Shooter 
Whose Line? Mystery Science Theater 3000' The B'am That WcukJn t De * (R) 
Outdoor Adventure     Unde' Wild Skies        Fly Fishing America 
Movie: *t'> ' P-rl.is'c'Hs Trt>e"(199?) Graham Greene PG-13"    [Making of Woll |R> Inside the NFL (R) (In Stereo) X 
Great Outdoor Cm   -,, 
SC A-League Soccer       (Pro Football Insider Prime Cuts 'P, Football Weekly Sporls/Health Sports/Health Assist the Spr—d PowfridJii Pigskin Preview        |Foottnll FoftCBt      |Sports 101 Tribe TV Hfeet Dawbeil 
SCIFI Friday the 13th The Senes 'The Chamei Pit Paid Program Paid Program Paid Program Paid Program Paid Program Paid Program Movie ** . "fl0u/'fla?"ii99t) Animated A mechanical caregiver goes on the rampage Anti-Gravity Room Jl Odyssey   F:    '•' 
USA Facts oILife [Bloomberg TV Bloomberg TV Bloomberg TV Paid Program Paid Program Paid Program Paid Program Paid Pragma Paid Program [World Wrestling Federation Mania Street Fighter Eiosquad 
SATURDAY                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   SEPTEMBER 14. 1996 
■iiMJ('(iiMriiii^i'iiarViii»iJi'iii'niiiiig;<iti>!iiriJ)'iii'r»iiii iJi'iiw^iiaiiiJi'JMiniiiifcjyi'iiiiiy'iiii UAH iiiiMi'i'j/iii'niiinii'j^iiiiftiiiniyiVHiiMiiifF.iiiVi 
BRflflnrfl<!T     ^TATIONft 
n> Beahmar Slcrybreak TBA          |TBA          Goii                                                                                                                           [News X     |CBS Newt Fortune      [WKRP Uedicine Woman Touched by an Angel'( [Walker, Texas Ranger" News ■' Outer Limits (In 
l:
' 
<P Flash Weekend Movie: ..'. fl.jyGj. -";i987,KariWak)cn         lEitremisis ICollege Football Micrngar at Colorado (Live) Entertainment Tonight Second tu ■ Movie: ** The McneyPrf" (1986) Tom Hanks I News :■ **# "TheMamboKings' 
m Inside Stuff Detroit TBA Simplicity ;.b Fider College Football Purdue at Notre Dame Fi mSoult Bend, hd iLr,e)K KetpFaWi NBC News M'A'S'HI. jCashEip Classic Stand-Up Comedy                  M ss America Pageant (In Stereo) K                                          IBIossom 
fit Eating Well Garden Gourmet OldHcuse rVorksbop Hometime %
 
Naturescn Austin City Limits |R) Buddy Guy Magic Bus Newton s Lawrence Welk Show Movie: 7f0atfScnottr"K|HytMry!: Unnatural        [Mystery!: Unnatural Previews    [Austin City Limits (R) 
££\   Michigan Old House Old House Hometime Workshop Grilling Cucma Painting    | Painting Garden        Garden Travels Travels Lawrence Welk Show Movie: 'Wyfrieno,lValfer"(1993)i:    [Movie:** Topperflefums"!!941) Mystery!: Unnatural Mystery! 
m ntr.cZcnc   Baseball Major League Basec::                                                  : So. iln Stereo Live) Laiarus Man (R) fL Xena Warrior Princess Hertules-Jr-iys Seinfeld £ [Home Imp. PossPtfot  Cops ■    "   Amertce'lMotlWftflM Star Trek   Voyage- | M.^dTV   ■■■■■ Land's End 
Paid Prog." (j) College Football f<:»norr,:'i-:.i a'P.---f.v     Lw                                                          TBA College Foot D Entertainers 1- SltftO] 
Roseanne 
Boxing: Pnme Championship Series Movie 
2D Mcvie                                                                  [Movie Movie                                                                 [Star Trek: Deep Space 9 Simpsons Movie Newt         |Home Imp. |Kung Fu: Legend Com ' Some- 
CABLE   STATIONS 
COM Comedv Club All-Stara 1 |Tompkins   |A-U»I :tt     |Movie: .. 'iec'erA^./e.'"l19dS. Comedyi Absolutely    Ullmar :iij     Politically Politically Politically   [Comedy Club All-Stars 1 (AList ::      |CBS Stars  JDreamOn Dream On Tompkins    Ben Stiller "Secret Ad" 
ESPN Gameday    jColtege Football V rgmia Teen at Boston Cc'le^c- (Lrvel                                  Scoftbotrd Horse Racing Major League Soccer l - •■ :;-: '.'.',■ , Scoreboard College Footnall    Ml^alSouftl&fOffll   (1*1    1 Scoreboard Sportscenter ;: Baseball 
HBO Movie ...  Cearanaf,r«senfDanji;r"i1994.Ha--.son i-.-l (£ [Movit: •• "TI»rvi9WBetore"it986| PGtj :«". Movie: ■ t Meatballs Part H" (1984) Movie •#•   :>/."■- Lo-cy (1991) John Candy. Movie: 'Crime o/f/te Cenrury" [1996) Stephen Rea.  [Movie: **'J  Out tor Justae" (1991)    iBoiJng 
SC College Football East Carotoa at West Virginia (Live)                               [Pro Players Report Links II us In-Swing    [Cycling      [Cycling Pennant     [Buckeye Football Pro Fool College Football f astern Kentucky at Western Kentucky. (Lrve) High School Football 
SCIFI Movie: Kiffer Klorvns From Outer Space-(I968| '.'   .     ..             '.-■•      -: ".i. ■' t--,.,.   ,       ■■    ..                •-.:.   :,-.. ..    ;.   .-, Worldcon: Live Masters Trtlu Part Movie: 'Specimen' 0996) DougOKeele.I Max Headroom .fl Masters      ]f railed Park . SpW*n#fl" 
USA jWildCATS   |Oragon       |Pacilic Blue .In : Wo. ■■                    '..'"•- Movie .. . Movie: *•* "The Outlaw Josey Wales"(1976 Westemi 0«t Eastwood            [Pacific Blue Bangers Weird Sci    [Weird Sci Movie' * "Cycfcy;e (19B7. Adventure) 
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Q> 00 Home Shopping Spree Shop Spree Mass lor Shut-ins Power (or Living Day of Discovery E Kenneth Copeland iln Stereo) Sunday Morning 1 Weekend Magazine    JReal Estate Digest Face the Nation R 
03 '400! Movie: ••'* 'O.sas.V.- rune M992i Paid Program Paid Program Morning Prayer Paid Program Good Morning America/Sur 1 Martha SMswi Paid Program Toledo Up Front This Week With David Bnnkley M. John Cooper 
fit NBC News Nightside [Used Cars PC*"- fVasft Community Close-Up Rock n' Roll Mega Reading Hourot Power    i   SMtflO] I Feed the Children Jack Van imp* Today   ■    ■ Meet the Press '■'■ 
fh (Oft Air) Bamttl. Friends I . ,i;-.. Strr,.,   . Magic School Bus 1 European Journal Out of Ireland Editors Tony Brown Think link 
m (Oft Air} Kidsongs in Stereo) Shining Time Station Barney & Friends JL  | Puzale Placa (fl) £ Lamb Chop Katie and Orbie X Katie and Orbie A . Magic ScnoolBus •■< Life on the Internet I Computer Chronicles 
m ■'OH Air j Oscar's Orchestra Oino Babies K Paid Proqf.-im Paid Program Jimmy Swaggart James Kennedy Paid Program Dan Berry Home Paid Program NFL Films Presents Lions Report 
Cft (4 00) Movie: Golden TV Greats Pre Bodysense Main Floor Princess Gwenevere Strike : )rce Captain Simian Captain Simian Jumanji '-'■ Mouse & the Monster Incredible Hulk it.      |BA.D. « Church Services 
® Paid Program It's Your Business Hour of Power iln Ste-eoi Jt Church of Today Princess Gwenevere Strike Force Jumanji :: Mouse & the Monster Incredible Hulk «      [BAD  :: Capta n S m an            Captain Simian 
CABLE   STATIONS 
COM Paid Program             Paid Program Paid Program Paid Program             (Mystery Science Theater 3000 K«en With a WNp" (R) Pel ticallv inccrrocl Politically Incorrect    [Politically Incorrect Politically Incorrect Movie .      '•',■■■    ■   y.:> l—.-x 
ESPN 
HBO 
College Football Georgia al South Carolina Jim Houston Sportscenter !R) PGA s Legends         [Inside Sr PGA Inside the PGA Tour NFL Match-Up |R) Sport sweekly Sports Reporters Sportscenter             |NFL Countdown 
U:...               {Making ofBraveneart Movie: •»  usa:C.ce"(1986 Comedy) JudgeRerihoW PG-13'5: K i% ■■ • is on KMi Neverending Story jt Happily Ever After Movie: "£nemy Mne" (1985) A downed space pilot and his enemy umte i\ order to survrve Real Sports (R) (in Stereo] K 
SC LPGAGolt Saleco Classic-■Th.rdRouni <Ri Prime Cuts   ■■ FutfNl Mundial " Sports-'H ' the Game K.ll-r B»e Powerrider 
Pad Program 
Pigskin Preview FooSbai Forecast Pathfinder Pro Football Insider Pro Football Weekly Coach Bi Cowher 
SCI Fl (4W)Movit: "K-uerKtowns From Space" Paid Program Paid Program Paid Program Paid Program Paid Program Sci-Fi Trader Mystery Magic C-Nd Central   H Web New Edge 
USA Facts ol Lite               Outdoor Secret C V" >ntml Denms the Menace Ksy Bitsy Spider ■'■ Problem Child « Ninja Turtles Highlander G.I Joe Sonic the Hedgehog WildC.A.T.S..« Eiosquad    <     *■•-        Street Fiqhlrr Savage Dragon TL 
Sl'NDAY                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         SEPTEMBER 15,19961 
■iiM UA l«ftTHSB M ■■RTlSH 'JA l*ATl»l fl^WRllII 9AlKRm EffflABKi&Tran fl A BBT«Tl»ra aAlKflcTTJIKI!» flKKTnWl a ABBCJ*T«mi flA IITlMlllTI SA IfFRIHr 2 AM 
BROADCAST   STATIONS 
([)   <TBA TBA Goii : -                                 : ' row Gen  . • /a iLrvelJt Ne«s t: COS News tOM.nutes Touched by an Angel." Movie: "uVvJue w/uence-(t996) B'an Dernehy K News ' Medicine Woman 
Q)  iGaiy Pinkel Macaney Paid Prog.  [Paid Prog   [American Sportsman     [Auto Racing: IROC Auto Racing indr Racing League -Las Vegas 200 Ntan 1 ABC News Videos      | Videos Barbara Wallers X Movie: ***» Ueoeher|i99i) Deneel Washrvjion News « Siskel Two Two 
Q) JNFLonNBC 3T NFL Football San I..                                          ■      F-om LamoeauFfiC NFL Football I'Ci-dpoiisColisaiDaliasCovrboys From Texas Stadium (Live) Dateline ih Stereo) 31 3rd Rock    jBotton Movie: lor>donSuite"(l996|Kelscy Grammer ■ Used Cars Editors TBA 
ffi   Firing Line Cor.trar, ,vcr-..-'_ ,', urdolOl James Cagney: Top Market Adam Sm McL,iugtilr..Uc..iu[i'i|.n Nova ■     I-    '•:-.:   i Lawrence Welk Show Movie: Road Scholar "JL The Wen (in Sieteo) (Pan 1 ol 8] I The West Iln Siereo) (Par! tot 3) I Todays This Is America 
RO Homelime ',Vo-»5-or OMHOUM   OidHous" Kitchen      [Gourmet Quilts Saving Laurence Welk SI   . AdamSm.  jjournal Creatures Creatures Skeleton Coast Safari The West   1 SMfMllPatl loll  « Civil War (Part 1 ol 9)1 Austin City Limits t 
W Foi NFL Sunday B NFLFootbal                                                 es From Veterans Si Cape .'.::esPrem«ie)(mSlereo)E Coach ii Med-Vou 8ig Deal   ■ Movie:«« "The Program"(19931 James Caan X Star Trek: Deep Space 9 F/X The Series  1  ' 
0) Movie Movie Coast Gu   |CourtTV    [Emergency |TBA W onaj OM Miracles Movie: •»'.; "SometimesaGrealN«ion"(197l) Sports talk Extremists Kw.k Wit; Karacke 
0D Movie: »«  DeaOfDesne' (1991) JackSci Movie: *»•                    ''-.t)TedDanson Movie Star Trek  Voyager Home Imp. iHomelmp. Sue Trek: Deep Space 9 |Down Memory Lane News '•      |Sports lira Roseanne Transition Talk 
CAI 
!■■'' 1 
ILE   STATIONS 
PoEe^q^PoiiceStf Movie «•; ■TcoSe Police So.  ICoiiceSa.  iMovie-• ri 
ESPN • 1 30! NFL Countdown GoM: V Foindation Ci Auto Race |Drag Racing: IHRA        [Horsed Hone Racing The Woodbine M*on   |Victory Lap Baseball Tonight 
  ■  L : L_ : i                  i                               '—i^—i 1 ■— 
NFLPhmetime             [Maior League Baseball Philadelphia Ph*ies at Chrcago Cubs (Lrve) 3C          jSporttcenter :c            |NFL 
H3C Movie: 'The Ere,- WI0MI'(I994| I |.i Ace venij-a tvhe." Nature Cats' |Compo»e<«' Speciela S. Movie: t. Hea3Ot«"(t9e6)Ji.09eReinnc« K Sinbad s Summer Jam II: 70s Soul Music Festival Movie: •»• ' Tratt.noPuces "(1983) Eddie Mgrphy  |.« -A« venTuia. iVhenAratureCa«s" Movie: SaO«aoe'"fi'l 
SC Links lllus. ]ln-Swing College Football Bat Slate at Minnesota Bcwlm.rj ABC W r-lTtamCnalenge    Gat Am LPGA Go:i    aleco Classic •• Fmai Ro-m     ■ Auto Race MotorsportsHounl.       Cycle World :!•                Scoreboard Thcr bred Buckeye NickSaban 
SCIFI Worldcor.   Live SuMTnan Sla/scape' UFO K.nsiraker        [Movie:». "AwnLover' (1975)         (Movie: Soecmen-(i99$lOougO'Keele.S          |TrarJec      |SFVortei  |Mysterie$ Masters Odyssey 4ienN.lt.or    ■• . '.■ ■ War ol the Worlds Trailer Park My.'er.cs CNM 
USA WWF Wrestling Grill Me      jWmgs 6 '■'    ■  ••          '.'.'.                            5| |Movie..t 'Opcorr.-'tyitriociis'lts^O.Corneriyll |Movie: "UnaOomoer me TrueSiory'l 1996.Orama) Murder. She Wrote I Silk Stalkings iln Stereol Big Easy (in Stereo) JL Silk Stalkings Reel Wild 
GRAND OPENING SPECIAL 
WORLD'S NAIL 
Van w/ Lift Available: Wheelchair Access & 
Group Seating 
Hours: 6:00 A.M. - Midnight 
Monday - Saturday 
Service Area: Bowling Green 
Please lei driver know how many 
persons will be riding 
This service is financed in pan 
from operating assistance grant 
from ODOT a FTA 
|{.(;. Taxi 
.{.">2-(>7<>C> 
WHAT price beauty? 
Specializing in Acrylic 
Nails 
Professional in Airbrush Design 
Full Set $35.00 Fill ins $20.00 
Free Airbrush with any design of your choice 
Inside Woodland Mall 
419-354-1020 
M i.i #H Theatre, 
' 127 N. Main, B.G.* 353-1361 
Trainspotting 
"TWO THUMBS UP!    rgl 
A Cold and groundbreaking film."  __ 
Nightly 7:30 & 9:30 
Sat Sun Mat 2:00 •& 4:00 
Midnight Movies Are Back! 
BRAD PITT _ 
MORGAN FREEMAN US 
Fri Sat Midnight Only 
I hour before Berviee fa needed. GO FRLCONSH! ^ 
Hey, Did you 
read the 
football tab 
yet? 
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1996 BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY FOOTBALL TEAM 
Falcons seek return to past glory 
After a nightmarish 
1995 season, BG 
expects to be back 
in the hunt in 1996 
Two weeks ago. in front of 76.878 at Legion 
Field In Birmingham. Ala., the Falcon football 
learn may have discovered something. 
The outcome of the game was 21-7 In favor of 
the University of Alabama. On paper, it was sim- 
ply a 14-polnt loss. 
But in the minds of Bowling Green's players, 
that respectable showing against one of America's 
great programs instilled a renewed confidence In 
a squad that floundered on the way to an unre- 
markable 5-6 record a season ago. 
"1 hope nobody can be that bad." quipped sixth- 
year head coach Gary Blackney. referring to this 
year's prospects. 
Pundits, locally and nationally, had generally 
predicted another middle-of-the-pack finish in 
1996. but since the Alabama game - a game 
where the Falcons had a legitimate shot at victo- 
ry - whispers are being heard about another run 
at  a   Mid-American   Conference     M 
title. 
"I feel like our kids went in with 
a lot of poise and a lot of compo- 
sure in what I consider one of the 
greatest atmospheres in college 
football In Legion Field against a 
great football team." Blackney 
said. "I really think that that Is 
going to have some significant 
positive effects for our football 
team down the road." 
The schedule works against the 
Faloons. After tomorrow's game. 
BG plays two of its next three 
games on the road against Miami 
and Toledo, the MAC'S two pro- 
hibitive favorites. 
"We don't have any margin for 
error." said junior linebacker Kevin O'Neill. "We 
have a young team, and we have to be on our toes 
from the very beginning if we want a chance at a 
MAC tltle.- 
That was not the case in 1995. when a much- 
heralded BG team fell apart midway through the 
season and never fully recovered from a rash of 
Injuries that resulted in the first losing record In 
Blackney's otherwise stellar career. 
"I think that the frustration that came out of 
last season is fuel for preparation for the upcom- 
Gary Blackney 
ing season." Blackney said. "1 
think there Is a high energy level 
on the staff and the players. That 
disappointment (from last season) 
Just kind of lingers." 
Many questions remain. A 
relatively new offensive line will be 
counted on to protect sophomore 
quarterback Bob Nlemet. who the 
Falcons hope can blossom Into 
the fine Division I quarterback 
they are hoping for. The defense 
turned In a tremendous effort 
against Alabama, but the sec- 
ondary showed some loopholes 
that need to be corrected. 
Still. BG showed against 
Alabama what It is capable of. And 
there Is an optimism and confi- 
dence about this team that was sorely lacking in 
1995. 
"I don't think we really have anything to prove 
except to ourselves." O'Neill said. "We are not try- 
ing to defy the critics or anything like that. More 
than anything, we let ourselves down last year 
and I think this past summer and spring ball 
have shown that the guys are really hungry. 
"We want to get things back to where they 
should be and get back to where we belong: at the 
top of this conference." 
The BO New* 
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Team Roster 
No Name Po». Ht. Wt. Cl./El. 
7 Matt Alexander DB 6-1 175So./Fr. 
He lerrance AlphonsoTE 6-5 235 So./Fr. 
46 Eric Arnold DB 60 215Jr./Jr. 
20 Justin Banks RB 5-10 185Fr./Fr. 
6 Simon Banks WR 5-10 175 Sr./Jr. 
79 Al Baraett* OL 6-5 305Sr./Jr. 
53 Randy Bolsselle LB 5-11 210SO./Fr. 
IM Keith Bowers WR 6-4 180 So./Fr. 
23 Chloke Bradley" DB 5-10 190Jr./Jr. 
BO Dave Bruhowskl** DL 6-4 235 5/Sr. 
25 Morty Bryce WR 5-11 195Jr./So. 
•II Willie Burton* 141 60 210Jr./So. 
B Todd Bush" LB 6 1 245 Jr./Jr. 
B Letoskey Carey DL 62 240 Jr./So. 
21 Demetrius Carr** DB 5-9 175Jr./Jr. 
S3 Keylan Cates** TB 6-1 225 5/Sr. 
78 Tony Chiaravalle OL 62 300Sr./Jr. 
1H Tyrone Cole DB 5-10 170 So./Fr. 
21 Rossco Coleman DB 5-8 160 Fr./Fr. 
S3 Eric Curl OL 6-3 260 Fr./Fr. 
1 Courtney Liavis*** lb 5-7 190Sr./Sr. 
49 Chris Delia Vella LB 62 225 Fr./Fr. 
86 D.J. Durkln DL 6-3 235 Fr./Fr. 
HI Jeremy Dusho WR 60 185 Fr./Fr. 
11 Tony Everhart" DB 5-11 175 5/Sr. 
se David Farrall* OL 6-2 275Sr./Sr. 
95 Rob Fehrman TE 6-7 250 Fr./Fr. 
36 Garrctt Fowler   P/PK 62 l85Fr./Fr. 
ifi Shane Franzer HB 63 220Fr/Fr. 
77 Josh Fredericks DL 6-2 240 Fr./Fr. 
22 Tom Gabram DB 57 160 Sr./Jr. 
66 Shawn George* OL 6-5 290 5/Sr. 
99 Eric Gllbo TE 6-7 250Fr/Fr 
71 Ben Gilmore OL 6 5 300 So./Fr. 
13 Chris Greene OIi 62 200 So./Fr. 
10 Damron HamiltonWR 6-1 180 Sr./Jr. 
9 Steve Hartley" DB 60 180 5/Sr. 
66 Sam Hemke" OL 6 5 290 Sr./Jr. 
33 Jay Hoey* LB 6-1 225 Sr./Jr. 
H8 Tony Holcomb* TE 64 245 Jr./So. 
3B Robbie HoOia IB 5-8 200 So/So 
'Mi Gardner Howard • DL 63 275 Jr./Jr. 
61 Dontay Hunter OL 6-2 270 Jr./Jr. 
56 Dana Johnson DL 6-1 240 Jr. /So. 
M Eric Jones LB 5 11 225 So./Fr. 
Hometown/High School 
lnkster. Mlch./Roblnchaud 
AJax. Ontario/Pickering 
Columbus. Ohlo/Beechcroft 
Maumee. Ohio 
Santa Barbara. Calf./Santa Barbara 
H.S./Santa Barbara Community College 
Belleville. Mich. 
Holland. Ohlo/Sprlngfleld 
Perrysburg. Ohio 
Mansfield. Ohio/Senior 
Northvllle. Mich./Detroit Catholic Centra] 
Bowmanvllle. Ontarlo/Crestwood 
Fort Wayne. Ind. /Snider 
Chagrin Falls. Ohlo/Kenston 
Detroit. Mich./Cody H.S./Rutgers 
Anniston. Ala./Centennial (Ohio) 
Columbus. Ohlo/Westervtlle North 
H.S./OhloWesleyan 
Cleveland. Ohlo/Lakewood St. Edward 
Cincinnati. Ohlo/Wlnton Woods 
Stuart. Fla /Martin County 
Livonia, Mich./Stevenson 
Fort Wayne. Ind./Snider 
North Olmstead. Ohlo/St. Ignatius 
Boardman. Ohio 
Loraln. Ohlo/Amherst Steele 
Mlddletown. Ohio 
Springfield, Ohio/Culver (Ind.) Military 
Academy 
Byesvllle. Ohlo/Meadowbrook 
West Palm Beach. Fla./Palm Beach Lakes 
Coldwater. Ohio 
Westervllle. Ohio/South 
Novelty. Ohlo/Kenston 
Urbana, Ohlo/St. Paris Graham 
Canton. Mich /Detroit Catholic Central 
Versailles. Ohio 
Newark. Ohlo/Cathollc 
Miami. Fla./South Miami H.S./Clty College 
of San Francisco 
Columbus, Ohio/Linden McKlnley 
Bloomlleld Hills. Mlch./Lahser 
London, Ohio 
Akron. Ohio/Walsh Jesuit 
Lansing, Mich./Sexton 
Defiance. Ohio 
Cleveland Heights. Ohio/Shaw 
Portsmouth, Ohio 
Mansfield. Ohlo/Madlson 
73 Mark Kautzman OL 6-4 275 Fr./Fr. 
■ir. Dan King* DL 6-1 260 So. /So. 
■12 Jerel Klue* FB 6-0 225 So./So. 
:,H John Kuck" OL 6-4 270 Sr./Jr. 
17 Adam Uge* LB 5-11 225 Jr./So. 
3 Terry Lovllle WR 5-10 170Jr./Jr. 
57 John Lurtz LB 6-2 215 Fr./Fr. 
99 Chris Lyons DL 6-4 230 Fr./Fr. 
93 Scott Lyons DL 64 230 Fr./Fr. 
.'.2 Brian Manns" LB 6-2 245 Sr./Jr. 
41 Brent Martin FB 6-1 225So./Fr. 
39 Joe Mazzone TB 56 170 5/Sr. 
62 Chad McCarthy OL 6-4 260 So./Fr. 
67 Ed Merrllf* OL 60 275 Sr./Jr. 
51 J.P. Mershon LB 6-1 220 Sr./Jr. 
76 Anon Miller DL 6-2 285 So./Fr. 
34 Klnta Mitchell LB 6-1 235 So./So 
11 Mark Molk QB 60 200 So./Fr. 
12 Bob Nlemet* MB 6-2 200Jr./So. 
4.1 Joe O'Neill LB 6-1 210 So./Fr. 
30 Kevin O'Neill" LB 6-2 235 Sr./Jr. 
94 Cotton Phillips TE 65 245 Sr./Jr. 
28 Damien Platt TB 6-0 205 Sr./Jr 
16 Andy Pollock iVPK 6-2 195Jr./So. 
59 Butch Prlntup LB 6-1 210 Fr./Fr. 
:(7 Mark Rodgers LB 5-11 220 So./Fr. 
80 Jacque Rogers* WR 6-1 180 5/Sr. 
BB Ryan Ronk WR 5-7 165 So./Fr. 
IM David Rose FB 6-1 210Jr./So. 
40 Bud Rotttnghau* RB 6-0 215 Fr./Fr. 
84 Steve Rovnak LB 6-4 240 Fr./Fr. 
B4 Mike Saneboltz WR 6-3 200 So./Fr. 
19 Rlckv S<-hnfiil.-i QB 6-3 205 Fr./Fr. 
n. Steve Sheets OL 6-4 255 5/Sr. 
r»o Damon Smith** DL 62 285Sr./Sr. 
2 Eric Starks* WR 5-11 180 5/Sr. 
87 Kevin Stclnke TE 6-4 235 Fr./Fr. 
(,o Mike Strickland LB 6-0 215So./Fr. 
7K T.J. Upsh.iw OL 63 260 So./Fr. 
27 Andre Ventress WR 5-9 170 Fr./Fr. 
91 Willie Watson DL 6-3 270 Jr./Jr. 
4 Jamalne Williams DL 6-1 195 Sr./Jr. 
17 Junior Williams DB 5-9 185 So./So 
70 Eric 2tolnovcc OL 6-5 225 Fr./Fr. 
Balnbiidge, Ohlo/Kenston 
Loraln. Ohlo/Lakewood St. Edward 
North Rldgevllle. Ohio 
New Knoxvtlle. Ohio/Culver (Ind.) Military 
Academy 
Adrian. Mich. 
San Francisco. Callf./Rlordan H.S./Clty 
College of San Francisco 
Medina, Ohio 
Cape Coral, Fla./Bishop Verot 
Cape Coral, Fla./Blshop Verot 
Kenton. Ohio 
Upper Arlington. Ohio 
Mlddleburg Heights. Ohlo/Lakewood St. 
Edward 
Toledo. Ohio/Central Catholic 
Grove City. Ohio 
Columbus. Ohio/Hamilton 
Township/Wittenberg 
Bellwood. Ill/Proviso West 
Canton. Ohlo/McKlnley 
Kenton. Ohio 
Columbus. Ohlo/Beechcroft 
Twlnsburg. Ohio/Walsh Jesuit 
Twlnsburg. Ohio/Walsh Jesuit 
Zanesvllle. Ohlo/Maysvllle 
Ml. Clemens. Mich./Mt. Clemens 
H.S./Illinois 
Maumee. Ohio 
Hamilton. Ohio 
Miami. Fla./Hlaleah 
Spartanburg. S.C./Chapman 
U.S./Montgomery College 
Bradenton, Fla./Southeast 
Monlpeller, Ohio 
Stow, Ohio 
Youngstown. Ohlo/Boardman 
Bowling Green. Ohio 
Amherst. Ohio 
Columbus. Ohio/West 
Columbus. Ohio/Walnut Ridge 
llllllard. Ohio/Bishop Ready 
Wausau. Wls./Everest 
Mentor. Ohio 
Huber Heights. Ohio/Wayne 
West Palm Beach. Fla./Palm Beach Lakes 
Amherst, N.Y. 
Detroit. Mich/East Catholic 
Lansing. Mlch./Waverly 
Zanesvllle, Ohio 
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On the Cover 
Pictured on the front cover are Junior Kevin O'Neill (on the left) and freshman Joe O'Neill. The 
brother tandem starts together as the Falcons' two Inside linebackers, and are featured as In this 
edition beginning on page four. 
The photo was taken by BG News photo editor Hldekl Kobayashl. 
Credits 
A number of talented Individuals put a 
tremendous amount of effort Into making the 
"1996 Falcon Footballl Preview" a success. 
All the local copy and graphics were produced 
by sports editor Scott Brown. Brown also super- 
vised the layout and design of each page. 
Brown was not the only person involved, how- 
ever. Special thanks go out to production direc- 
tor   Meg   Knopf,   for   her   continued   patience 
through about a thousand different dummy and 
deadline changes. 
Also thanks to photo editor Hldekl Kobayashl. 
BGSU sports information director Steve Barr. 
BG News copy editor Kristin Stadum and to the 
rest of the editorial, advertising and production 
staffs for their continued understanding and 
support. 
Enjoy!  - BROWN 
Schedule 
August 
31   at Alabama  . . . *L, 21-7 
September 
14  TEMPLE 1:00 
21   at Miami 2:00 
28   C. MICHIGAN   . . . .3:30 
October 
5     at Toledo 7:00 
12    KENT (Homecoming) .  .  .  .1:00 
19   BALL STATE 1:00 
26   at Ohio 2:00 
November 
2     at Akron 4:00 
9     W. MICHIGAN   ... .1:00 
16  at Central Florida   .4:00 
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Defense 
Brotherly love on the field 
Kevin and Joe O'Neill a 
dymomic combination 
Many were Impressed with 
what freshman Joe O'Neill did 
for the Falcons against 
Alabama on Aug. 31. He had 
17 tackles, leading the team In 
his first-ever collegiate game. 
Even his big brother was 
Impressed - even If Joe might 
have outdone his own debut. 
That kind of reminded me 
of my first game." Kevin O'Neill 
said with a bit of a chuckle. "It 
was almost like I was reliving 
my first game." 
So It goes for the O'Neill 
brothers, starting slde-by-slde 
at Inside linebacker for the 
Bowling Green football team. 
Kevin, a Junior, had a pretty 
decent debut In his first big 
Falcon game, as well: he had 
14 tackles, two of them for a 
loss, to lead the team to a win 
over Miami In his first career 
start in 1994. 
Smashing debuts aside, the 
O'Neill duo Is fast becoming a 
fearsome commodity In the 
Mid-American Conference. 
Kevin, a third-year letter win- 
ner and second-year full-time 
starter, was already consid- 
ered one of the MAC'S best 
linebackers heading into the 
season. 
Now the little brother Is In 
the   mix.   offering   opponents 
twice the headaches. 
"We aren't playing them 
because they are brothers." 
head coach Gary Blackney 
explained. "We are playing 
them because they are the 
best two players we have at 
those positions." 
It is a dream come true for 
the pair from Twlnsburg. Ohio, 
outside of Akron. 
"We've talked about It since 
we were little." Joe said. "Since 
I decided to come here. It's def- 
initely been a goal of mine to 
start alongside him and hope- 
fully have that chance to play 
with him. 
"It's been really special. It's 
been something we've always 
dreamed of. and now It's a 
reality." 
Both O'Neill's played foot- 
ball at Walsh Jesuit High 
School, one of the nation's 
most heralded programs. This 
season Is the first that the two 
have been able to play on the 
same team at the same time. 
Kevin Is a sports manage- 
ment major who walked-on the 
team as a true freshman In 
1993. Joe. still undecided on 
his major, red-shlrted last year 
and has burst upon the scene 
Joe O'Neill 
In 1996. 
As expected, there are more 
similarities between the two 
than differences. 
'We are real similar play- 
ers." Kevin said. "We both run 
pretty well and we are very 
athletic. When 1 watch him. it's 
like watching myself out 
there." 
That can be accredited to 
the genetic similarities, but 
Joe admits to emulating much 
of what his older brother does. 
'Everything I've ever tried to 
do. I've either learned from 
him or watched him do." Joe 
said. "I've always been the 
younger brother and I've 
always been the one watching 
him play and a couple years 
down the road I was always 
the one to follow him." 
"It's been really 
special. It's been 
something we've 
always dreamed of, 
and now it's a reali- 
ty." 
-Joe O'Neill 
Falcon linebacker 
Kevin O'Neill 
One of the choices that Joe 
emulated was coming to 
Bowling Green. 
'I don't think it was too dif- 
ficult of a choice when he came 
here, met the coaching staff 
and saw the relationships that 
I had built up." Kevin said. 
The two stay close off the 
football field, as well. Although 
they live on opposite ends of 
town, they regularly spend 
time at each other's resi- 
dences. 
Both admit that It Isn't 
always roses, however. The 
brother bantering does turn 
negative at times, but both 
have made a commitment to 
do whatever they can to keep 
football from vastly impacting 
their personal lives. 
"We're brothers and we do 
get along, but we do have our 
times when we have differ- 
ences." Joe said. "Like every 
brother, we do have our differ- 
ences. It's usually Just some- 
thing to laugh about when It's 
all said and done." 
And now the tough ques- 
tion: Which one of them Is bet- 
ter? 
Both laugh and take a 
respectable amount of time 
before answering. 
"I think we complement 
each other pretty well." Kevin 
said In his best diplomatic 
voice. 
"Oh. he's definitely better." 
Joe smiled. "Definitely." 
If anything. Joe definitely 
has some big shoes to fill, or at 
least play alongside. 
Falcons look to youth on defense in '96 
If the starters on the Falcon 
defensive unit were to make a 
movie, a good title might be 
"Young Guns." 
That Is exactly what the 
Falcon defense will be In 1996: 
young, but very much capable 
of shooting down opponents 
left and right. 
Only three projected defen- 
sive starters for tomorrow's 
home opener against Temple 
are seniors. 
And Judging from the superi- 
or performance put up against 
Alabama In the season opener 
Aug. 31 - they played much 
better even than the 21 points 
might Indicate - the Falcons 
are on track to have an out- 
standing defensive team. 
"Right now. the main thing 
Is getting this team back where 
It Is supposed to be." Junior 
Inside linebacker Kevin O'Neill 
Tony E verhart 
said. "After the season we had 
last year ... the feeling that we 
had week In and week out after 
games It something I never 
want to experience again. 
Dave Btuhowski 
'My main emphasis heading 
into this season Is putting 
Bowling Green back on top 
where It belongs." 
The defense was indeed ho- 
Damon Smith 
hum in 1995. finishing "only" 
fourth In the MAC in total 
defense. 
That, compared to being sec- 
ond or first each of the preced- 
Chioke Bradley 
Ing years. 
"We went from an outstand- 
ing defense to an O.K. defense." 
See DEFENSE, page 5 
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continued from page four 
head coach Gary Blackney 
said. "We want to be better, we 
need to be better." 
The strength of the defense 
should again be in the line- 
backing corps, where O'Neill 
anchors a unit relatively short 
on experience but long on tal- 
ent. 
O'Neill has started each of 
the last 15 games over the past 
three seasons, and was second 
In the MAC In tackles per game 
last year. 
O'Neill will be one of the 
starters at Inside linebacker, 
while the other starter should 
be his brother Joe. a fresh- 
man. The younger O'Neill led 
BG with 17 tackles against 
Alabama. Adam Lige should 
also see considerable playing 
time. 
At the outside linebacker 
spots. Brian Manns and J.P. 
Mershon are the projected 
starters and should comple- 
ment the O'Neill's at Inside 
linebacker. 
The linebackers as a whole 
shlned against Alabama. 
"It's a good springboard 
heading Into the rest of the 
season." O'Neill said. "We have 
a big challenge ahead of us In 
the early part of our schedule. 
We've played fairly well. I think 
It gives us some confidence 
going Into the early MAC 
games." 
While the linebackers 
should be (he strength of the 
defense, the front line won't be 
a slouch, either. 
Dave Bruhowskl. one of the 
three seniors, starts at end. He 
along with nose guard Dan 
King and one of either Damon 
Smith or Gardner Howard at 
tackle provide the Falcons with 
versatility. 
The secondary may be the 
key to the Falcons' success, 
however.  The  backs  showed 
some holes against Alabama, 
but the coaching staff Is confi- 
dent those problems will be 
solved. 
Senior Tony Everhart leads 
the way at cornerback along 
with Junior Demetrius Carr. 
Both saw a lot of playing time 
last season. 
Junior Williams and Chloke 
Bradley make up the safety 
corps. 
Assistant Coaches 
Paul Ferraro 
. . . .assistant head coach/defensive coordinator 
Mike Faragalli 
offensive coordinator/quarterbacks 
Dlno Dawson 
wide receivers 
Rick Denstorff 
tight ends/recruiting coordinator 
Bob Ligashesky 
outside linebackers/special teams 
Mark Murray 
offensive line 
Steve Spagnuolo 
secondary 
Steve Telander 
defensive line 
Tim Walton 
running backs 
Brian Sherman 
graduate assistant 
Tim Banks 
graduate assistant 
WHAT DO YOU GET WHEN YOU CROSS 
FOOTBALL WITH A CHICKEN? 
A Bucket of Chicken Wings while 
you watch football 
at GAMERS all for only $3.00!! 
MODEL YEAR CLEARANCE 
EVERY 96 BLOWOUT PRICED THROUGH SEPTEMBER 30,1996 
DEMONSTRATION 
SPECIAL 
TRY OUT A 96 HONDA 
GET THIS OIL CHANCE 
SPECIAL $ 9.95 
ON ANY UNIV. HONDA $ 13.95 
ALL OTHER CARS 
HOURS: MON.&THURS. 9-9 
TUES., WED. & FRI 9-6 
SAT. 10-3 
1019 N. MAIN BOWLING GREEN, OH 
■     ■  VOTED BEST DEALER IN WOOD COUNTY    mf 
UNIVERSITY* 
mrararain 
ORTS 
WE NEED YOUR TRADE! 
FREE SHUTTLE SERVICE AVAILABLE 
SERVICE HOURS: M-F 9-5 
SAT 9-12 
MILE 
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Line will be key to Falcon hopes 
Blackney 
thinks 
highly of 
front five 
It's not hard to pinpoint the 
key to the success of the 
Falcon offense in 1996. 
With a strong receiving 
corps and what should be a 
consistent running game, it 
will be the offensive line and its 
ability to protect Bob Niemel - 
one of the nation's most talent- 
ed young quarterbacks - that 
could very well tell the story for 
Bowling Green. 
"My biggest concern right 
now is our offensive line." 
coach Gary Blackney said. 
"Will we be able to protect Bob 
Niemet? Especially from a 
depth standpoint, the offensive 
line will be a crucial part to our 
success." 
Injuries decimated the 
Falcons' front five a year ago. 
leading to an almost comical 
scene from week to week. And 
with the graduation losses of 
All-MAC performers Chad 
Bukey and Cal Bowers. BG will 
be forced to turn to some 
young, unproven players in 
1996. 
"Any offense depends on the 
offensive line." said senior tail- 
back Courtney Davis. "We 
don't have experience as far as 
games, but as far as experi- 
ence and as far as being here 
for years, we have three four- 
year players up front. They 
haven't played, but 1 think 
they are good players." 
Leading the line will be 
someone who has played, flfth- 
AuoclaUd Pr«« photo 
Falcon quarterback Bob Niemet scrambles away from an Alabama    Allowing Niemet more lime in the pocket - and less scrambling from 
defender during the season-opening 21-7 loss to the Crimson Tide,    opposing defenses - will be crucial for the Falcons' success In 1996. 
year senior Shawn George. He 
has started all 22 games the 
past two seasons, and will 
again anchor the front line 
from the left guard position. 
He Is joined by two other 
players on the line who saw 
extensive playing time a sea- 
son ago. John Kuck. who 
started 10 games last year, will 
be the mainstay at center while 
right tackle Sam Hemke. a pro- 
jected starter In 1995. saw lim- 
ited action after a preseason 
shoulder Injury. 
Sieve Sheets, a senior trans- 
fer from Ohio State, has seen 
little playing time at Bowling 
Green but gels the nod at left 
tackle. And at right guard, red- 
shirt freshman Chad 
McCarthy will be counted on. 
See OFFENSE, page ten 
Faragalli returns to lead BG offense 
Mike Faragalli 
Perhaps Falcon Junior center John 
Kuck sums up the return of offensive 
coordinator Mike Faragalli best: 
"It's kind of like an old pair of Jeans." 
Kuck explained with a twinge of a grin 
running across his face. 
"You feel comfortable In an old pair of 
Jeans. That's kind of how It feels to have 
coach Faragalli back. It's a confidence 
boost to everyone." 
Faragalli was the offensive coordinator 
during head coach Gary Blackney's first 
four years at Bowling Green - and what a 
four years It was. 
"It's kind of like an old pair 
of jeans. That's kind of 
how it feels to have 
coach Faragalli back." 
- John Kuck 
Falcon center 
The Falcons led the MAC In scoring 
three times during those four years and 
never fell below third in total offense on 
the way to a pair of conference titles. 
Last year, with Faragalli on a one-year 
'sabatical' In the Canadian Football 
League, the Falcon offense slipped to sixth 
overall. 
So one can understand the relief In the 
Falcon camp that Faragalli has returned. 
"I don't really get Involved with the 
offense a whole lot because 1 have so 
much confidence In him." Blackney said. 
"He's an excellent teacher, an excellent 
motivator and a great quarterbacks 
coach." 
"He's one of the best offensive coordina- 
te FARAGALLI, page ten 
Good Luck Falcons! 
BEST WISHES FOR A 
GREAT SEASON! 
You're sure to catch the great deals at 
The BeeGee Book Store. 
We've got everything you need for a winning year F 
* New & Used Texts • School & Art Supplies^ 
* BGSU Sportswear & Jackets 
* Alumni & Parent's Sportswear 
* Baseball Caps (over 60 styles!) 
We also carry a complete line 
of decorating items 
* Candles * Banners 
* Posters & Prints * Gift Items 
THE 
BEEGEE 
BOOK STORE 
4C 1996 FALCON FO(l 
PUNTER/PLACE KICKER 
Andy 
Pollock 
Sophomore • #16 
6-2, 195 lbs. 
Maumee, Ohio 
Maumce H.S. 
LU 
LU 
FULLBACK 
Bud 
Rottinghaus 
Freshman • #40 
6-0. 215 lbs. 
Slow. Ohio 
Walsh Jesuil H.S 
o 
TAILBACK 
Courtney 
Davis 
Senior* #1 
5-7. 190 lbs. 
Fort Wayne, Ind. 
Snider H.S. 
l.eliers. \'vV('93-'95) 
Source: BGSU Spons Information Office. Strvr Barr. director 
based on depth chart Jor Temple game, as qj Monday, Sept. 9 
SPLIT END 
Jerryu LoviIIe 
Junior • #3 
5-10, 170 lbs. 
San Francisco, Cal. 
Riordan H.S. • City 
College of San Fran. 
LEFT TACKLE 
Steve 
Sheets 
Senior • #72 
6-4.255 lbs. 
Columbus, Ohio 
West H.S. 
LEFT GUARD 
Shawn 
George 
Senior • #68 
6-5.290 lbs. 
Urbana, Ohio 
Si. Paris Graham H.S. 
Letters: vVC94'95) [-.- fe 
QUARTERBACK CENTER 
Bob 
Niemet 
Sophomore • # 12 
6-2.200 lbs. 
Columbus. Ohio 
BccchcroflH.S. 
Lcltcrs: vV95) 
John 
Kuck 
Junior • #58 
6-4.270 lbs. 
New Knoxville.Ohio 
Culver Military Acad. 
Letter* vVc94-'95) 
TIGHT END 
Tony 
Holcomb 
Sophomore • #88 
6-4.245 lbs. 
Akron. Ohio 
Walsh Jesuit H.S. 
Lctlcrs: V(-95) 
RIGHT GUARD 
Chad 
McCarthy 
Freshman • #62 
6-3. 240 lbs. 
Toledo. Ohio 
Central Catholic H.S 
<& 
FLANKER 
Jacque 
Rogers 
Senior• #80 
6-1, 180 lbs. 
Spartanburg, S.C. 
Chapman H.S. 
Letters: v/c95) 
RIGHT TACKLE 
Sam 
Hemke 
Junior • #66 
6-5.290 lbs. 
Bloomfield Hills. 
Mich. • Lahser H.S. 
Letters: VVC94-'95) 
The Starti 
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END 
Dave 
Bruhowski 
Senior • #90 
6-4.235 lbs. 
Northville.Mich. 
Detroit C, Cath. H.S. 
Utters: VVC94-'95) 
NOSEGUARD 
Dan 
King 
Sophomore • #45 
6-1.260 lbs. 
Lorain, Ohio 
Lakewood St. Edward 
H.S. • Utters: V ('95) 
TACKLE 
Damon 
Smith 
Senior • #64 
6-2.285 lbs. 
Columbus. Ohio 
Walnut Ridge H.S. 
Utters: VVC94--95) 
OUTSIDE LINEBACKER 
Brian 
Manns 
Junior • #52 
6-2.245 lbs. 
Kenton.Ohio 
Kenton H.S. 
Utters: VVC94-'95) 
INSIDE LINEBACKER 
Joe 
O'Neill 
Freshman • #43 
6-1.210 lbs. 
Twinsburg. Ohio 
Walsh Jesuit H.S. 
INSIDE LINEBACKER 
Kevin 
O'Neill 
Junior • #30 
6-2. 235 lbs. 
TWinsburg. Ohio 
Walsh Jesuit H.S. 
Utters: vV('94-'95) i   M 
OUTSIDE LINEBACKER 
J.P. 
Mershon 
Junior • #51 
6-1. 225 lbs. 
Columbus. Ohio 
Hamilton Township 
H.S. • Wittenberg 
CORNERBACK 
Tony 
Everhart 
Senior* #14 
5-11. 175 lbs. 
Middletown.Ohio 
Middletown H.S. 
Utters: \Vc94-'95) 
FREE SAFTEY 
Junior 
Williams 
Sophomore • # 17 
5-9. 185 lbs. 
Lansing, Michigan 
Wavcrly H.S. 
Utters: V('95) 
u 
STRONG SAFETY 
Chioke 
Bradley J»f 
Junior • #23 
5-10. 190 lbs. 
Mansfield. Ohio 
Mansfield Senior H.S. 
Utters: vVr94-"95) WL.     i  #■ 
z 
CO 
CORNERBACK 
Demetrius 
Can- 
Junior* #21 
5-9.175 lbs. 
Anniston, Ala. 
Centennial (Ohio) H.S. 
Utters: vV('94-'95) 
BO New» Onphtc/Scolt Brown 
\g Lineup 
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"We're young, we're Inexperienced, 
we don't have a lot of depth on that 
offensive line.' Blackney said. "I think 
some of our front-line players have a 
chance to be really good In the future." 
Overmatched against one of the best 
defensive fronts In the country against 
Alabama, the offensive line could not 
buy Nlemet much protection. 
It was Alabama, though, and 
Blackney saw a lot of positives from the 
line, especially during the second half. 
"I think we can get those things fixed 
up pretty well." Blackney said. "But the 
effort and the playing hard was there." 
The Falcons expect 1996 to be the 
season that Nlemet comes Into his own. 
He saw extensive action last year while 
then-starter Ryan Henry was Injured 
and showed flashes of brilliance. 
Many consider Nlemet the best two- 
way (run and pass) signal-caller for the 
Falcons since Mike Wright in the late 
70s. He completed 62-of-135 (45.9 pet.) 
for 733 yards with four touchdowns 
and eight Interceptions in 1995, but 
also rushed for 173 yards and seven 
touchdowns. 
He will have a more experienced 
group of wldeouts to work with this sea- 
son. Jacque Rogers missed the entire 
preseason while waiting on an NCAA 
ruling concerning an extra year of eligi- 
bility, but came back to play In the 
Alabama game and lead the team In 
receiving. 
"I think we are In better shape right 
now with our wide receivers than we 
were a year ago." Blackney said. "Eric 
Starks Is older, he's more mature, he's 
been working very hard. Terry Lovelle 
had an outstanding spring. Morty Bryce 
has looked very good." 
That compared to last season, when 
Starks and Rogers were BG's only legit- 
imate threats downfield. 
The rushing game took a tough loss 
in spring ball with the knee Injury to 
Keylan Cates. last year's leading rush- 
er. While he works his way towards a 
mldseason return, much of the rushing 
load will fall on the senior Davis. 
Davis was good for 458 total yards 
last season. 282 of them on the ground. 
He was the leading rusher against 
Alabama, and will be counted on to 
carry much of the load again this year 
until Cates returns. 
At tight end. the Falcons are again 
Inexperienced. Tony Holcomb. a sopho- 
more will be counted on more to block. 
FARAGALLI 
continued from page six 
tors In the country." said quarterback 
Bob Nlemet. who immediately became 
one of FaragalU's prized pupils. "He 
showed in the past that he can get it 
done. With the addition of him. we're 
looking to another great year." 
Faragalll lakes all the fanfare with 
his traditional low-key approach. 
Thai stuff is overrated." he said. 'I 
think they had an outstanding coach- 
ing slaff last year. That's all a little bit 
overblown and overrated. The bottom 
line is. our job Is to get our guys in posi- 
tion to make some plays and score 
some points and be successful." 
Faragalll has his work cut out for 
him. Ten players who started games 
last year on offense have departed the 
program, leaving several green - If tal- 
ented - players In their wake. 
The Falcons could manage only 
seven points In their season opener 
against Alabama - granted, though, 
that the Crimson Tide have one of the 
finest defenses In the country. 
Faragalll realizes that the offensive 
Courtney Davis John Kuck 
line holds the key for the football team, 
and Is confident that those players will 
mesh together from the get-go. 
That's obviously where It starts." he 
said. "Unless that group is functioning, 
the rest of them are going to have a 
hard time getting things done. That's 
another position where we have some 
young guys, but young talented guys 
and a couple of experienced guys lo 
blend In." 
Faragalll can't over-emphasize how 
happy he is (o be back in Bowling 
Green in 1996. He had taken over the 
CFL's Toronto Argonauts, but a variety 
of factors led to his demise north of the 
border. 
Bob Ni«mel Jacque Rogers 
"I got my butt fired, that's what hap- 
pened." he chuckled In the preseason. 
"Next lime. I would never lake a Job like 
that. 
"It feels great to be back. It's like I 
was never gone." 
The Falcons can only hope for the 
same for their fledgling offense. 
Total 
Sport 
Source 
V]y 1045 N. Main Rowling Green, OH 
Imprinted Sportswear 
Baseball * Softball * Volleyball * Officials 
Equipment * Hockey * Basketball * Football 
Bocce * Disc Golf 
353-3411 
Fraternities 
Sororities 
Intramural Teams 
Fundraisers 
Groups 
PISnN€LLO'S 
Open Weekdays tit 4 p m : Open at lunch Fn . Sat   & Sun 
203 N. MAIN, B.G. 352-5166 
n |Sm... ,Med. 
YOUR  c_HOK.fc 
Any 2 Items: 
.$4.75     Lg 
.$6.25   XLg 
€nds 
10/31/96 
.$7.75 
,.$9.50 
KitVoU- USlion 
Add Breadsticks ! Only S2.00 
FREE DELIVERY • 352-5166 
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER 
CHICAGO STYLE EXTRA 
COUPON EXPIRES ON   1IV31/«e lot 
Read the BGNews for updates on all your 
favorite Falcon Sports! 
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Students' Guide 
BGSU students' guide 
to Falcon football 
The Falcons open up a five-game home schedule tomorrow 
with the 1:00 klckoff against Temple. 
Home games are played at Doyt L. Perry Stadium on the east 
end of campus, overlooking Interstate 75. Admission for Bowling 
Green students Is free when a valid BGSU student ID is dis- 
played (with current validation sticker). 
Student entry Is via Gates 7-10 on the west side of the stadi- 
um (facing campus). 
Student seating is generally In the lower level of the west side 
of the stadium, but students may sit In any general admission 
area. Reserved chair seats are closed to students. 
Gates open an hour before game time. Open containers are 
prohibited by NCAA regulations, but tailgating is encouraged. 
Other home games this year are Sept. 28 against Central 
Michigan. Oct. 12 against Kent. Oct. 19 against Ball State and 
Nov. 9 against Western Michigan. All games begin at 1 p.m. 
except for the Central Michigan game, which will kick off at 3:30 
p.m. 
Oct. 12 is Homecoming. 
All Falcon games will be carried live locally by two radio sta- 
tions. The campus radio station. WBGUFMI88.1) will carry 
each game, home and away. WFOB-AM (1430 AM) from Bowling 
Green Is the flagship station and carries every game. Pregame 
shows on each station begin one hour before klckoff with 
poslgamcs lasting one half hour afterward. 
The Sept. 28 game against Central Michigan will be televised 
live locally on SportsChannel. No other Falcon game is currently 
scheduled for local television. 
Special Teams 
Pollock will handle 
punting, place-kicking 
It's hard to Imagine what was going through Falcon redshlrt 
freshman Andy Pollock's mind when he first stepped on the field 
for the Alabama game Aug. 31 In Birmingham's Legion Field. 
Pollock. BG's punter and place kicker this season, had never 
played In a college game before. 
So. his first action was In front of 76.878 screaming Alabama 
fans. 
The result was a respectable 44-yard punt on that first 
attempt, the beginning of a solid day for BG's special teams that 
coach Gary Blackney hopes answered a lot of preseason ques- 
tions. 
"1 was really pleased with the special teams." Blackney said. 
"Andy Pollock did a great job punting the ball. Our coverage was 
good and our protection was good." 
Pollock will continue handling both the punting and place- 
kicking duties. His only field goal attempt against Alabama was 
blocked. 
Quarterback Bob Nlemet will again be the holder on field goal 
attempts, giving the Falcons a constant threat of a fake. Junior 
Ed Merritt returns as the long snapper. 
Courtney Davis, in addition to starting at tailback, will return 
both punts and kickoffs. 
Support your teams! 
Admission is free for 
students! 
Already Tired of Cramped Computer Labs ? 
^7>ei ocfoJuj 
iNcludts SVCA MoiNiioR ANCI 
CANON COIOR BubblE JET PRINTER 
PI33 Proceooi 
I 2GB Hud Drive 
8> MuM-Mcdii Ku 
33 6 Voia Modem 
It Mil I IXIKAM 
Other Systems Available 
Buy Your Own Computer and Get Your Work Done When You livant 
at Your Pace in the Comfort of Your Own Room. 
The Canoe Shop 878-3700 
140 S. RIVER ROAD 
WATERVILLE, OH 
15 minutes North of BGSU 
Black Swamp Outfitters RL 64 to watervaie 
♦KayaUingWitkEagles 
Slip quietly through the Wilds of the SanduskyBay delta in large, 
touring kayaks. These stable boats, designed for ocean use, are well 
suited for wildlife watching and exploring one of Ohio's best wildlife 
areas.   I Said eagles, herons, egrets, terns, ducks, and geese make this an 
experience to remember. Fee 
includes instruction by a certified 
kayak instructor, equipment and 
lunch.  No experience is required, 
limited number of boats available. 
Call Phil at the shop for details. 
FAU SALE SPECIALS 
Backpacks 
RllHibii^BootSALB 
SAW • SAVE • 5JOT 
10% to 40% 
onalL 
Merrdl • Tecnica • Asolo 
Who are YOU going to VOTE for? 
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Toledo picked to win MAC title 
When Gary Plnkel came to 
Toledo In 1991. he designed a 
pyramid of goals for his team. 
At the top was being nationally 
ranked. 
"Nobody would say any- 
thing, but you could see It In a 
few of the players' eyes. It was 
like. "Hey. let's not run away 
with ourselves here." Plnkel 
recalls with a laugh. 
The Rockets (11-0-1 overall. 
7-0-1 In the Mid-American 
Conference) ran away with 
that objective - finishing 24th 
In the nation last year - while 
becoming the first Division I-A 
team ever to win a bowl game 
In sudden death. 
Now 18 of the top 22 players 
are back on defense and quar- 
terback Ryan Huzjak is back. 
No wonder Toledo was selected 
to  repeat  during  the  MAC's 
preseason meetings in July. 
But Wasean Tait is now lost 
for the entire season after 
blowing out his knee In the 
Indiana game Sept. 7. 
All Tait did last year was 
rush for 1.905 yards and 20 
touchdowns - numbers eerily 
similar to another back from 
the state. Helsman Trophy 
winner Eddie George of Ohio 
State  (1.927 yards.  24 TDs). 
YuNEVERLoseV\mtReq^g 
Good Luck Falcons!!! 
V* r BGSU Recycling 372-8909 
99* 
Bagel with any 
Cream Cheese 
(Limit 2) 
FALCON FLYER 
$5.00 
Any sandwich, chips, ft ; 
small drink 
No coupon necessary -  j 
$1.99 
for 
Half Dozen Bagels 
Tait. a 5-9. 185-pounder from 
Detroit, finished In the top 
three In the nation In rushing, 
scoring and all-purpose 
yardage. 
Huzjak. a 6-3. 198-pound 
senior, passed for 1.880 yards 
and 15 touchdowns with only 
five Interceptions In 273 
attempts. He comes into 1996 
with a string of 75 pass 
attempts without an Intercep- 
tion. 
Only one other I-A team 
went unbeaten last year - and 
that was top ranked Nebraska. 
Can the Rockets do It again? 
"I always want people to 
have high expectations," Pinkel 
said. 
Elsewhere. MIAMI OF 
OHIO boasts the return of nine 
starters from a defense that 
didn't allow a point in four 
games last year. The Redskins' 
losses include tailback Deland 
McCullough and receiver Eric 
Henderson. But coming off 
marks of 8-2-1 and 6-1-1. they 
don't figure to lose much else. 
Circle the game at Toledo's 
Glass Bowl Nov. 2 as the deci- 
sive game In the MAC season. 
BALL STATE won - and lost 
- a few seasons' worth of close 
games In Bill Lynch's first year 
as the head coach. The 
Cardinals (7-4. 6-2) beat 
Miami     17-15.     Ohio    6-3. 
Western Michigan 10-0 and 
Central Michigan 24-16. but 
the season was tainted by loss- 
es to Toledo (17-14) and 
Eastern Michigan (40-35). 
With 17 starters back, and the 
games against Miami and 
Toledo at home, don't be sur- 
prised to see the Cards turn up 
aces. 
Another first-year coach. 
Rick Rasnlck. guided EAST- 
ERN MICHIGAN (6-5. 5 3) to 
first-place In the MAC until a 
late three-game losing skid. 
Quarterback Charlie Batch set 
a slew or records as the Eagles 
averaged 33 points a game. 
But standout wide-out Steve 
Clay is gone. EMU also gave up 
30 points a game.-and Batch 
will have to stand almost as 
tall and produce as many 
points for the Eagles to go 
above .500 again. 
All of a sudden BOWLING 
GREEN wasn't invincible. All or 
losing Just two MAC games In 
Gary Blackney's first four 
years as head coach, the 
Falcons lapsed to 5-6 and 3-5. 
Now Blackney is hoping 
redemption is at hand. He has 
14 starters back, seven on 
each side of the ball, and will 
be trying to return some of 
that old magic with new play- 
SM MAC, poo* 14 
As You're Coming Back to 
School, Come Back to... 
tSUBiJHV 
524 E. Wooster 
828 S. Main 
Woodland Mall 
1602 E. Wooster 
(inside Barney's) 
1091 N. Main 
(inside Barney's) 
tSUBUJfW* 
Buy any 6" sub get 2nd 
6" sub of equal or lesser value 
for 590 
Extra moat not Included. Not good 
with any other offer. Oder expires 9/15/96. 
TheBONewa 
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Akron Zips 
Location: Akron, Ohio 
1995 Overall Record: 2-9-0 
1995 MAC Record: 2-6-0 fT-7th) 
Head Coach: Lee Owens 
Record at UA: 2-9-0 (one year) 
Overall Record: 2-9-0 (one year) 
Lettermen Returning/Lost: 39/8 
Starters Returning: 20 Lee Owens 
Ball St. Cardinals 
Location: Muncie. Ind. 
1995 Overall Record: 7-4-0 
1995 MAC Record: 6-2-0 (T-3rd) 
Head Coach: Bill Lynch 
Record at BSU: 7-4-0 (one year) 
Overall Record: 46-16-3 (six years) 
Lettermen Returning/Lost: 37/10 
Starters Returning: 17 Bill Lynch 
Welcome to 
Bowling Green Stale University! 
BP 
Automotive ^Service Centers 
BGSU Students Receive a  10% Discount Off Services 
For All Your Automotive Needs 
• brakes • tune up 
• exhausT • diagnostic 
• tires . lube, oil, & filter 
• batteries 
FREE SHUTTLE SERVICE AVAILABLE 
Hours of Operation: MON-FRI 7:00 AM to 6:30 PM, 
SAT 8:00 AM to 2:00 PM 
275 S. Main St.   Bowling Green 
419 • 3S3 • 3060 
All Major Credit Cards Accepted 
(D|     WE EMPLOY TECHNICIANS CERTIFIED BY ASE 
CMU Chippewas 
Location: Mount Pleasant. Mich. 
1995 Overall Record: 4-7-0 
1995 MAC Record: 2-6-0 (T 7th) 
Head Coach: Dick Flynn 
Record at CMU:  13-10 (two years) 
Overall Record: 13-10 (two years) 
Lettermen Returning/Lost: 42/16 
.,**r 1 
Starters Returning: 16 Dick Flynn 
20,000 
readers 
daily 
Mon. - Thurs. 
6:30 a.m. -9 p.m. 
Fri. 6:30 a.m. -10 p.m. 
Sat. 7 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
Sun. 8 a.m. - 8 p.m. 
1021 S.  MAIN 
352-0123 
ALL YOU CAN EAT 
PANCAKE 
SPECIAL 
(Served w/cofTee or tea) 
Mon-Sat 6:30-11:00 a.m. 
$3.25 
Not valid with any 
other diacounta or 
apeciala. Limit 1 
Best Breakfast 
>  Special In Town 
|Your Choice: 2 Egga 
l 2 Bacon or Sausage 
1 2 Pancake or Toaal 
!   Mon-Sal Coffee or Home Friee 
1
  6:30-11:00a.m.      tf> |    '1*1 
Not valid with any other 
diacounla or apeciala. 
I am.I 1 
BUY 1 VALUE 
MEAL A GET THE 
SECOND FBEE 
Monday & Tuesday 
4:00 p.m. until close 
Nol valid with any olher 
diacounta or apeciala. 
Limit 1 
All You Can Eat Specials 
Wednesday & Friday 
Perch $4.75 
(While Supplies Last) 
Thursday 
Spaghetti $5.19 
Saturday 
U.K.(J. RibsS8.75 
(While Supplies Last) 
Saturday & Sunday 
Breakfast Buffet $ 4.49 | 
(8 a.m. - 1 p.m.) 
SHOW YOUR STUDENT ID GET 10% DISCOUNT 
Try to »tudy on the weekends 
BGSU Sweatshirts. Jackets, T-Shirts. Hats. Gift Wrap. 
Dry Cleaning, Tuxedo Rental, Totes!! 
Sewn on, €mbroidered, and Silk Screening Lettering 
(Best Quality, Best Prices, Best Service) 
BG's Largest Selection of Fraternity and Sorority Products 
Collegiate Connection 
531 Ridge Street 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
43402 
(419) 352-8333 
Fri. 10-6    Sat. 10-5:30    Sun 12-5 
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MAC 
continued from page 12 
era. The freshman class might 
be the best ever at the school. 
WESTERN MICHIGAN will 
spend a week during presea- 
son staying In an army bar- 
racks nearby. No TV, no radio, 
no pizza delivery. Only 10 
starters from last year's 7-4 
and 6-2 team are back to go 
through the spartan training. 
Even though coach Al Molde 
must And a lot of front-line 
players, keep In mind the 
Broncos have a habit of win- 
ning - with seven victories In 
each of the last four seasons. 
Who knows what to expect 
from CENTRAL MICHIGAN? 
The Chlppewas won the MAC 
title two years ago. then fell to 
4-7 last season. One reason 
was the number of freshmen 
who saw substantial action, 
which can only pay benefits 
this time around. All-MAC 
senior offensive tackle Scott 
Rehberg. at 6-8 and 320 
pounds, has broad shoulders 
to carry those young pups. 
They may not have the best 
team, but OHIO figures to have 
the players with the best tans. 
The Bobcats, coming off a 2-8- 
1   and   1 -6-1   season,  wll   be 
RECREATIONAL 
SPORTS 
1996 Rec Sports Fall Biathlon 
Saturday, Octover 5,1996 
Challenge Yourself! 
1/2 mile swim and 5K run 
Male/female/co-ed/team/prediction entries 
Sign up in the Intramural Office at the University 
Field House by 4:00 pm Thursday, October 3 
For more information call 372-2711. 
Take the Rec Sports Challenge Today! 
rewarded with a trip to Hawaii 
for a game Sept. 7. A week ear- 
lier, they host Akron, which 
they beat a year ago. Another 
win and they'll really have 
something to celebrate on the 
beach. 
KENT coach Jim Conigall. 
like a Marine captain, refers to 
his players as "men." Heavy on 
underclassmen while winning 
three games the last two years. 
that may be an overstatement. 
Still, tailback Astron Whatley 
can play. 
At one point last season, 
more than half of the roster for 
AKRON was freshmen. Coach 
Leee Owens welcomes back all 
but one starter, but will still 
have his hands full. The Zips 
had almost zip on defense, giv- 
ing up 49. 50. 60. 77 and 65 
points in live of their losses. 
EMU Eagles 
Location: Ypsilanti. Mich. 
1995 Overall Record: 6-5-0 
1995 MAC Record: 5-3-0 (5th) 
Head Coach: Rick Rasnick 
Record at EMU: 6-5-0 (one year) 
Overall Record: 6-5-0 (one year) 
Lettermen Returning/Lost: 43/18 
Starters Returning: 9 Rick Rasnick 
KGnt     Flashes 
Location: Kent, Ohio 
1995 Overall Record: 1 -9-1 
1995 MAC Record: 0-7-1 (10th) 
Head Coach: Jim Corrigall 
Record at Kent: 3-18-1 (two years) 
Overall Record: 3-18-1 (two years) 
Lettermen Returning/Lost: 36/12 
Starters Returning: 17 Jim Corrigall 
EEC 
^orcd* 
:■ 2 LARGE PIZZAS 
ieese & 1 Topping 
■ Limited time offer 
No coupon necessary 
■BG store ONLY 
353-0044 
1045 N. Main St. free 'Delivery 
Hours: SUN-WED. 11-1 AM 
THURS. 11-2 AM 
FRI.4 SAT. 11-2.30 AM 
$1 oo OFF: 
Any Pizza or; 
Two Subs : 
Not valid with \ 
■ny other oH«r. 
' No »«p. date 
$100 OFF 
Cheese Bread 
- Good with 
•ny olhtr 
discount offar 
- No »«p. date 
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Miami Redskins    I Ohio Bobcats Go Falcons 
Location: Oxford, Ohio 
1995 Overall Record: 8-2-1 
1995 MAC Record: 6-1-1 (2nd) 
Head Coach: Randy Walker 
Record at MU: 34-26-5 (six years) 
Overall Record: 34-26-5 (six years) 
Lettennen Returning/Lost: 40/14 
Starters Returning: 16 
Randy Walker 
Toledo Rockets 
Location: Toledo, Ohio 
1995 Overall Record: 11-0-1 
1995 MAC Record: 7-0-1 (1st) 
Head Coach: Gary Pinkel 
Record at UT: 34-19-3 (five years) 
Overall Record: 34-19-3 (five years) 
Lettennen Returning/Lost: 36/16 
Starters Returning: 14 Gary Pinkel 
WMU Broncos 
Location: Kalamazoo, Mich. 
1995 Overall Record: 7-4-0 
1995 MAC Record: 6-2-0 (T-3rd) 
Head Coach: Al Molde 
Record at WMU: 60-38-2 (nine years) 
Overall Record: 166-94-8 (25 years) 
Lettennen Returning/Lost: 30/25 
Starters Returning: 9 
Al Molde 
Looking for on inexpensive, fun night out? 
Then Kosmic Bowling Perry Nighf 
is for You! 
(Glow in the Dork Dowling) 
Mondays 9:00 - 11 :00PM 
STARTS SEPTEMBER 20RD 
Ger your friends & co-workera rogerher 
4 people per ream 
Location: Athens. Ohio 
1995 Overall Record: 2-8-1 
1995 MAC Record: 1-6-1 (9th) 
Head Coach: Jim Grobe 
Record at OU: 2-8-1 (one year) 
Overall Record: 2-8-1 (one year) 
Lettennen Returning/Lost: 44/14 
Starters Returning: 18 
JU8T $5 TOR » H0UB3 OF KOSMW FUN. PlU9 JBII SHOE BENT*.. FOOD 
8 0RINK SPECIALS AND MONDAY NlGHT FOOTBALL. 
BRING THIS AD AND RECEIVE A FREE BEVERAGE 
Al Mar Lanes 
1010 N. Main St. 
352-4637 
HOME OPENER 
VS. 
TEMPLE 
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 14 • 1:00 
For Ticket Information, Call 372-2762 
A special thanks to this year's sponsors: 
Barney's Convenience Mart 
Food Town • Krogers 
Ohio Lottery • Pepsi 
Wal*Mart 
'STUDENTS ADMITTED FREE W/ BGSU ID* 
i        ^ 
SBX 
is proud to support 
FALCONS 
BE THERE TO WATCH BG DEVOUR TEMPLE 
TOMORROW 1 PM (BAND DAY/ HALL OF FAME DAY) 
GOOD LUCK 
FALCONS! 
